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Digital Library Of Theses /\bstract 
ABSTRACT 
Digi tal I .ibrar') or Theses is a \\Cb-based library system for submitting, storing and 
disseminating or theses dectronicall y. This system is proposed to overcome the 
shortcomings of the traditional methods of storing and disseminating or printed 
theses. Users can use this system to upload their theses in the electronic form to the 
server and the theses can be retrieved using the eflicient search capabi lities provided. 
Source codes can be stored in this system too. This system provides an efficient way 
or handling source codes by storing the source codes in the reusable components or 
object l'orm. Thi s is to promote the reusability of the source codes for development of 
similar projccts in the ruturc. /\ survey has hccn carried out to explore the issues 
surrnunding the electronic publication or thcscs and to examine the fcasibilit) of 
submission, storage and distrihution or electronic theses and dissertations. ·1 he survey 
sampled the progress made at other universities in the direction or moving to 
electronic theses. It also detai led the fea tures offered by other digital libraries. In 
addition. the justification of the methodology used throughout the development of 
Digi tal Library of Theses i explained. The Digital Library of Theses is a web-based 
application. thu all communications are done via the TCP/IP protocol. /\ II processes 
arc initiated when the user starts the Digital Library of Theses where the connection to 
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Digi tal Librar} 01"1 heses Introduction 
CHAPTER I INTRODUCT ION 
1.1 Prnjcct Dcst.Tiption 
Over the years, the u1Hkrgrnduates and postgraduates students an.: required to produce 
a printed form or thesis or dissertation and lo submit the theses to the faculty as partial 
rullillment or their degnx: requirement. /\.s time goes by. the number or theses 
submitted to the faculty increased and the maintenance or the theses became a critical 
problem. The process of submitting. storing and retrieving of the theses involves a lot 
or manpovvcr, time consuming and wastes storage shelves in the library. Besides. the 
distribution and reproduction or the theses arc limited. A thesis can only be distributed 
to a person at one time. The theses cannot be distributed to a large number of target 
markets concurrently. 
1 lo\\c\l!r. '' ith the recent devdopment of the web technology, a brand nc\\ area on 
information distribution in a more effect ive way is introduced. Therefore, the Digital 
Library of Theses is developed to go beyond the capabilities of the printed form of 
theses. It provides a better way of submitting, storing and retrieving of theses. It also 
provides an effective management. administrative and dissemination of the theses in a 
uniH!rsity. The Digital Librar~ or Theses also serves as one or the convenient '' ays of 
obtaining in formation about the rcscnrch works done in the university. 
I he: Di l.!. ital I ibran of rhescs ~cn cs to ennblc the users to access the theses· database ... . 
<t ll ) time and thus enhancing the nvailability of the information. This feature is 
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Wi th this system. the users need not have to gn to the document room to search for a 
thesis. This "ill definitely rcli e\'l.!S the user from having to constantly be at the 
document room to scan.:h and r1.:nd the desired thesis. /\II this can be done through the 
Digital Li brat') or Theses 'i:::i the Intranet. Us1.: rs can read, print and dm' nload any 
chapters or thl.! lhcsis. which is or intert.!St lO them. 
In addition, the Digital Library or Theses only accepts theses in the electronic form. 
Students need to upload their theses in the electronic fo rm to the server. A search 
engine is provided to faci litate users in retrieving the theses stored in the server. In 
order to solve the issue or archiving, theses arc wrillen lo CD-ROMs periodical I) for 
long-term preservation. Therefore, the search engine can perform a search th rough the 
database as \\ell as through the CD-ROMs. 
Another important feature provided hy the Digital Library of Theses is storing and 
retrieving source codes. Traditionally, after developing a system. students '"'ill submit 
their source codes in diskettes or CDs without proper description. In order to handle 
and manage the source codes more efficiently, source codes are now broken into 
reusable components or object with proper description when they arc uploaded to the 
server. rhis also promotes the rcusability of the source codes in developing similar 
projects in the ti.1turc. With the scan.:h capabilities provided by this system. users can 
retric\'c the source codes for future use. 
One nf the lllt)St interesting features of the Digital Library or Theses is an attractive 
and user-friendl y intcrfoce that can accommodates multi -level of users ranging from 
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1.2 O bject ives 
The objec ti ves of the Digital Library ol'Thcscs arc as follow: 
• l'o increase the availability or student research for scholars and to preserve ii 
electronically 
• l'o lo\\ er the cost or submilling and handling theses 
• To improve graduate education by allowing students to produce electro nic 
documents, use digital libraries and understand issues in publishing 
• To empower universities to unlock their information resources 
• To improve access to the information in graduate research by making it 
immediately ava ilable to a large audience th rough the Internet 
• To save the storage space in the li brary 
• To prov ide an a11 racti ve and easy-10-usc graphical user interface that 
accommodates all le\ cl of usl!rs 
• To extend the ro les or traditional theses to on-line search, on-line help and on-line 
submission 
• To enable users to have unrestricted access to abstracts and contents anytime 
1.3 Project Scope 
The Digi tal I ibrar) or Theses is developed to serve within the raculty of Computer 
Science and Information rechnology. Therefore, the users of this system consist of all 
the students in thl! Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technolog). The 
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listing. announcement, !i.!cdhack and 011-linc help. ·1 he users will be granted with 
unrestricted access lo tht.: abst ract and the fu ll tex t of the electronic theses stored in the 
digitnl library. The theses arc <kli vcn.:d i11 PDF rormat. Only those users who an.: 
go ing to submit their theses lo the facuh) arc allowed lo access to the on-line theses 
submission !'unction. 
The Digital Library or Theses is developed to provide the following functi ons: 
• The core function or the Digital Library of Theses is to serve as a web-based 
electronic theses library system. Thus, it will cover va rious types of search criteria 
and provide different kinds or search options. earch results are displayed in both 
the theses listing and full text display view. 
• Other functions include electronic theses and source cock s submission. In ruture, 
users arc 1·cquircd to upload their theses and the source codes lo the server. ·1 he 
traditional \\ ay or theses and source codes submission will no longer being used. 
• This system provides function that enables a user to select a particular thesis from 
the year indexing. author index ing and department indexing. The theses will be 
displayed according to year. author's name and department name. 
• rh is S) stem pro\'idcs Other functions like on-line help. feedback and 
announccn11.~ 11t. Users can view an announcement posted by the administrators or 
-.l'nd thl'ir <.:~)mments lo the administrators. They can also use the help function to 
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1 A Research Conducted 
Throughout the ck vclopmcnt of' the Digital Library or 'I lwses, research 111 several 
areas has been conducted. These include: 
• On-line li brar) information retrieval system 
This is to find out the requirements of an on-line information retrieval 
information. 
• Web server and database server 
This is to understand how to administer and to communicate with a web server 
and a database server. 
• Reusabh.: components 
This is to understand how to store source codes in the library in the Co rm of 
reusable components or objects. The reusability or the components stored is also 
in the research areas. 
1.5 Project Schedule 












No Phase Dura tion 
I Requirement Analysis 75 days 
.., Quick Design 120 days 
3 Construction of Prototype 130 days 
4 Prototype Evaluation 130 days 
°' 5 Refine Requirement 130 days 
6 Engineer Product 130 days 
7 Documentation 25 days 
8 Presentation Preparation IO days 
Task 
Sta rt Finish Jun j Jul 
10.6.2000 31.8.2000 
1.9.2000 l 5. l.2001 
1.9.2000 15.1.2001 
l .9.2000 15.1.200 1 
1.9.2000 15.1.2001 
l .9.2000 15. 1.2001 
30. 12.2000 23.1.2001 
l .2.2001 10.2.2001 
Figure 1. 1 Project Schedule 
2000 2001 
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1.6 Developmen t Strat cv,y 
Thl! developme11l strategy used in this project is the so ftware prototyping model. 
ProtOt) ping or information S) stems is a \\orlll\\ hi le lechniqul! for quickly gathering 
speci lie information about users· information requirements. /\ prototype inl'ormation 
S) sh.:m is a "orking model of a system built to learn about the system ·s true 
n.:quircmenl. This development strategy quickly develops a working model of the 
system and uses the model to enable users to get the feeling of how the system should 
opl!ratc. ll is not a complete system, since it is being built quickly; only some essential 
runctions will be included in the model. 
Thl! advantagl!s arc given consideration when deciding whether lo prototype. Some of 
the major advantages or the prototyping that support the reason why the development 
modd is used are: 
• The system being developed should be a better fit with users' needs and 
expectations. Building a system by using prototype is an interactive process 
whereby continuous evaluation and revision of the model system is carried out 
until the users and developers rully understand the requirements of the system. 
The prototype can be used as an interactive tool that shapes the final system to 
accurntcly rellect users· requirements and ensure that the final product "ill 
address the users· needs and cxpcctations more closely. 
• I hl: prototype can be changed many times. /\s with any systems effort. early 
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Although the prototype repn..:se11ts an investment or tirnt.: and money, it is al ways 
considerably less expensive than a complL:ted system. This will reduce the cost or 
the system. 
• The prototype creaw a more accurate idea or what the users really need as the user 
get to sec a tangible model of the system at an earl y stage of ckvclopment rather 
than trying to visualize the abstract specification. System problems and oversights 
are much easier to trace and detect in a prototype with limited features and limited 
interfaces than they arc in a complex system. This helps the user to provide useful 
feedback and to correct misconception and errors on the project before too much 
effort is wasted. 
• lluilding prototypes is not a di l'licult task with various kinds or Dl3MSes and 4GL 
programming language in the markl!t. J\11 these tools permit speed of construction 
that is impossible with traditional programming. 
• Prototyping is inexpensive as compared to the conventional model. 
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Figure 1.2 Prototype MocJcl 
Requirements An a lys is 
The prototype phase begins with requirements gathering. This is the phase where 
de' eloper and users meet to define the overall objectives for the system. identi ry 
whatever requirements arc known and outl ine areas where further definition is crucial. 
Q uick Design 
Quic\.. design focuses on the representat ion or those aspects of the system that will be 
visibk to the user such as input approaches and output formats. There are man) 
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Construction O f Protot)'pc 
Based on the representation on the system in the quick design phase, the prototype is 
then being constructed. This is the part where coding occurs. I lowever, this phase 
does not include the l'ull runctional coding or the system. Codes written in this phase 
arc non-functional meaning that it only allows the user to feel the flow or the system. 
/\I I data and information shown to users arc not retrieved from the database and they 
arc hard coded in the program. The actual coding or the system is at the engineer 
product phase. 
Evaluation Of Prototype 
The users evaluate the prototypes being constructed for necessary refinements needed. 
The users detect system problems and oversights in the prototype. 
Refine Requirements 
/\ II necessary changes in the requirements aner evaluation or prototype arc done in 
this phase. Changes in the prototype should move the system closer to what users say 
is important. Each modification necessitates another evaluation. Iteration occurs as the 
prototype is tuned to address the users' needs and the users' requirements are 
thoroughly understood by the developer. 
Engineer Product 
/\ II requirements an: corn::ctl) defined and agreed upon by both the developer and the 
users at this stage. The actual coding of the system is at this stage. The work that is 
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There arc various types or prototyping such as the experiment prototype, th rowaway 
prototype. evolutionary prototype and user interface prototype. The prototype model 
used in the development or this project is the evolutionary pro totype. /\n evolutionary 
prototype is designed to be adapted for permanent use after the ideas arc clari lied and 
must be built using the programming tools that will be used for the final system. 
I. 7 Report Over view 
The purpose or this report is to document all the research findings and phases or 
developing the Digital Library of Theses. The report is divided into four chapters. 
C hapter I Introduction 
·1 his chapter covers the description or the project, including its objecti ves, scope, 
schedule and development strategy being used in developing the system. 
C hapter 2 Literature review 
This chapter discusses on the research done on the topics, which are relevant to the 
project. 1t includes definiti on of the electronic theses, evolution of the electronic 
theses. evolution of the traditional ways of storing and retrieving theses to the ne'' 
web-based approach. 
C hapter 3 Sys tem analysis 
t\ 11 the requirements or the system including both the functional and non-functional as 
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chapter. It also includes the reasons why certain platform and development 
technologies are chosen. 
Chapter .t System des ign 
This chapter focuses on the design or the system including the system functionality 
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CH APTER 2 LITERATU RE REVI EW 
2. 1 Definiti on 
2. 1.1 Theses 
/\ thesis is a lengthy research work written to prove a theory or proposition. There arc 
several different types of thesis. Theses include substantial work in often tightly 
delined fields or study, and therefore they often contain material unavailable 
elsewhere. Often they arc never published, so reading the original thesis may be the 
only way to obtain certain information. Theses can be written lo obtain a Masters or 
Doctoral degree. These arc known as a Major Thesis. Some (generally shorter ones) 
arc written as part of a degree, and arc known as a Minor Thesis. Others are also 
\: rillen as part of the requirements for obtaining an honors degree. Regardless or the 
length or name, any thesis must display a high level or scholarship and research to be 
accepted by a university. 
2. 1.2 Electronic Theses 
Electronic theses and dissertations are defined as those theses and dissertations 
submitted, archived or accessed primarily in electronic fo rmats. That includes 
traditional word-processed (or typewrillen and scanned) documents made available in 
Print Document Format (PDF). as well as less-traditional hypertext and multimedia 
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2.1.3 Digital Library 
There are many defin itions or a "digital library." Terms such as "electronic library" 
and "virtual library" arc ol'tcn used synonymously. The clements that have been 
identi lied as common to these definitions! 11 arc: 
• The digital library is not a single entity; 
• The digital library requires technology to link the resources of many; 
• The linkages between the many digital libraries and in formation services arc 
transparent to the end users; 
• Universal access to digital libraries and information services is a goal; 
• Digital library collections arc not limited to document surrogates: they extend to 
digital artifacts that cannot be represented or distribu ted in printed formals. 
/\ digital library is a co llect ion or information that is stored and accessed 
electronicall y. The purpose of a digital library is to provide a central location for 
access ing in formation on a particular topic. A digital library should also have a user 
interface that is easy to use. 
2.2 Traditional \ VHys Of Submitting, Storing and Retrieving Theses 
For most scholars. the graduate thesis or dissertation is the first maJor work of 
scholarship they produce. Most or the theses arc prepared on word processors. The 
theses submitted are in printed form. Most universities world-wide require print 
copies or the theses to be deposited in the Library for circulation and archival. Many 
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dissertations. Current!). in order to access the full tex t or a print thesis or dissertation, 
researchers need to procurt.: it from the library or the uni versity where it was 
produced. either in person or through interlibrary loan. Some schools. however, do not 
participate in interlibrary lonn. forcing some r<.:sean:hcrs to travel great distances to 
access those scholar!] works. Where dissertations and th<.:scs arc archived by lJM I. 
researchers can buy them in print, microliche. or microlilm formats for a fee. 
Faculty of Computer Science and In formation Technology. like most universities 
world-wide requires students lo produce theses in partial fullillment of their degree 
requirement. The theses arc submitted in printed form and the source codes are 
submitted in diskettes or CDs. The theses and the diskettes or CDs arc then stored in 
the document room. Stucknls who need to access the fu ll text of a printed thesis have 
to go to the docu1m.:11t room. Over the years. as more theses have been produced, the 
traditional methods of storing and retri c.:v ing tht.:ses become n serious problem. 
2.2. 1 Problems Of Traditional Methods Of Submitting, Storing And Retrieving 
Theses 
Traditionally, theses and dissertations have consisted of written texts produced and 
bound in book or document fo rm nnd archived and available through the library. 
Traditional methods or archi \'ing and storing theses and dissertations arc incfficiem 
and turn ieldy. Good manag.emem or theses and source codes arc undermined Many 
thL'scs and dissertations lie moldering in library basements. with no efficient \\ay for 
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storing or theses in printed form can also be a waste or storage space in the document 
room as more and more theses arc stored over the years. 
In addition. the diskelles and the CDs which contain source codes arc not wel l 
managed and without proper names and descriptions on the labels on the diskettes or 
CDs. Thus. the source codes cannot be re-used in development of other similar 
projects. It is useless to have resources that cannot be used in the l'uturc. 
Furthermore. time involved in searching a thesis is long. Students have to go lo the 
document room and spend a lot of time to search for a particular thesis due to lack of 
enicicnt search capabilities providc<l. Besides, most of the scholars and stu<lcnts find 
the required and allowed text-based thesis or dissertation insufficient to fully 
document and represent their work. Moreover, the cost involved in producing print 
copies for the theses is high 
2.3 The Move To Electronic T heses and Dissertations 
With the emergence of the Internet as an international public utility that is sustainable. 
electronic theses became \'iable. The \ orld Wide Web is an easy-to-use Internet 
service to popularize this form of computer-based networked communication for a 
mass audience. 
The impact l)f the gro\\ mg number of users and services m the Internet has 
l:llcourngcd uni versi ti es to restructure their way of handling theses as well as 
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sean:h ing l(1r thest:s und in adminisllatio11 \\ori.. \\ hieh include storing and archiving. 
I he Internet Phase l"rom 1990 to I 99" i" 'ic\\t:d a-. an electronic th1.:scs de' clopmcnt 
because the ln1 crn1.:t is a11 impmla11l crnnpo11c11t ol the inl'rnstructurt: that supports 
ckctronic tht:st:'\. 
\Ian~ uni \ersi tic" and Ii hrari1.:s ha\ e taken an i nteresl in mo' i ng toward pub I ication or 
graduate students' \\ork on World Wide Web or individual scholars might publish 
their O\\n \\Orks on the Web. thus al lcming free access to full texts. Uni,ersitics h~l\C 
a prime responsibility to record and archive their graduate students· \\Oils. Many 
uni' crsitics are no'' in the process or digitizing information in an effort lll preserve it 
and to mah~ it more widely available. Many an: no\\ making digitised 'er-. ions or 
traditional (print) theses avai lable on-line. In some universities it is 110\\ mandatory lo 
submit and publish academic \\ork ekctronically; some e\en go so far as lo 
co111plctely eli111i11ate pri111ed copies 
The motivat ions for this change from traditional prinll!d copies to electronic formals 
i ncludc greater access for the academic communitv. more crcati' c freedom through 
~ J ~ 
Vanous f'orms or hypermed ia. and the potential for more interacti ve. eolJaborali\'C 
"or!... 
2A Evolution of Elcct rnnic These!\ and Dissertat ions 
I he n1nccp1 ,,r l'lcc1rnnic 1hcses a11d dissertations (ETDs) \\Us lirst open!) discussed 
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Virginia I cch (hi IO\ rrom Computer Science and Susan Bright rrom the Computing 
Center). University or tvlichigu n. SolH)uad. and /\rhnr'I ext. 
In 199:?.. the Coalition ror Nct\\orked Information sponsored a project discovery 
\\Ollslrnp "ith 11 im itcd uni\nsities. each or'' hich had documented the interest ol' 
their graduate school. librar) and computing/information technolog) groups. This 
meeting \\as planm:d by representatives or UM I. Council or Graduate Schools. and 
Virginia Tech. Subsequent!). a number of further discussions were held at CN I 
meetings. In connection wi th one or these. representatives r·rom UMI and Virginia 
I cch \'i siled /\dobe, to learn about plans for the Adobe Acrobat famil) of tools. 
I .atc in I 995, Virginia ·1 et:h prepared a pre-proposal to the lJ .S. Department of 
hlm:ation n:garding a three yca1 dfo1 t to build the NDI ID. and also requested that 
Sll Rt\ ruml initiu l work Oil cstnbl ishing a pml or the Monticello 1-:lct:tronic Library 
rm LI Ds ror the Southeast. I he first ol" these led to funding September I. I 996 and 
the latter covered calendar year 1996 pilot efforts in the Southeast. North Carolina 
State lln i\'crsiL) ''as the lirst institution seeking to join the initiative, and initial 
ckctronic submissions arc e\pected there in October. The first regional workshop for 
Southeastern uni' ersities \\as held August 1-2. I 996. hosted by Uni\ ersity or North 
Carolina. Charlotte. \Ian~ discussions have been held. nnd presentations gi,en. in the 
reg.inn. nalil)ll. and e'en inll'rnat io11al ly. There appears to be interest in such 
. . . 
11ht1tutl\)lb .is: \uburn. Clcmsnn. (lcorgia rech. ~ lichigan State. l\ li s!:>iss ippi ~tale. 
i\ II I'. O\.J,1lwm.1 State. l l ni,·ersit~ of Ueorgin. Uni\'ersity of Utah. Uni\ ersil\ of 
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Since then. the cl\\orkcd Digital I ibrtll") of ·1 heses and Dissertations (NDL ID) has 
been under construction. The Networked Digital Library or Theses and Dissertations 
(NDL 11)}. rune.led b) a grant from the l J.S. Department ol' l:ducation, is a collection 
rocused specifically Oil digitized versions or theses, dissertations. and technical papers 
that began in 1996 at Virginia I cch. I he NDL 11) reports that more than twenty 
universiti1.:s around the ''orld have become orticial contributing members or the 
Initiative in 1998. and nearly twice that number have expressed interest or arc laking 
steps to participate. NDLTI) mak.es theses and dissertations available li·ce on th1.: Web. 
and many libraries and universities offer computer access to the World Wide Web. 
The University or Virginia has begun testing and adapting a distributed storage and 
retrieval system developed by Jim Davis or Xerox and Carl Lagoze or Cornell 
Uni\ crsil) that'' ill ullcl\\ rcs1.:archcrs lo use the Web lo brO\\SC the entire 1 el\\Orkcd 
Digital Library or 'I hcses and Dissertutions by author, subject, keyword, department, 
or )Car or publication. I hat system ''ill also allow users to search and retrie\c 
chapters or sections or a thesis or dissertation to home in on spcci!ic sections that arc 
or interest to them. 
Table 2.1 shows the NDLTI) accesses by International Sites. There is an increase in 
access Ill most or th1.: countries. fhis proves that other countries in the \\Orie.I arc 
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I Sorted by 1999-00 percentage or increased accesses. I 
In ternat iona l 1997 
1997 1998 
1998 1997-98 1999 
1999 1998-99 
Doma in rank ra nk Increase ran k Increase 
\llcxico ~I 4(, 438 14 329% 6,40 I 7 1,361% 
\ll a laysia ~ 1.432 161 2261Yc1 12,02 3 740% 2 
r aiw:m f3111 24 1.09 1 201 251 % 7,694 5 6051Yo 




)pa in 176 27 1,844 14 948% 6,344 8 244(% 




ndoncsia 11 3 32 1.826 13 1516% 5.642 11 209% 
iingaporc 653 13 1,732 11 165% 5,270 12 204% 
ha iland 967 8 1,089 19 13% 3, 129 16 187% 
fin la nd ~ 18 1,098 2 1 154% 3,081 17 18 1% ~razil 7 1,4491 7 28% 3,939 14 172% 0 
~ nit cd Kingdo m 2,922~ 8, 170 I 180% 1 6.9~  108% 
ta ly 725 12 2.553 10 252% 5, 183 13 103% 
; r eece 958J 9 1,4 14 15 48% 2, 11 7 23 50% 
lUStra lia 2,501Fl 4.223 4 69% 6, 167 9 46% . ranee 1,16 1 6 4,431 3 282% 5.822 10 31% 
outh Kor ea 1,264 5 2,20 1 8 74% 2,264 22 3% 
lethcrlands 8(>7 10 2.78 1 9 221 % 2.646 19 -5% 
;crm a ny 2.378 3 7J73 2 210% 7.205 6 -2% 
Table 2. 1 NDLTD accesses by International Sites 
Companies such as Universi ty Microli lms International (UM I). IBM. and Online 
Computer Library Center (OCLC) are participating in the unfolding of the NOL TD. 
Thus. lB 1 donated a large S IP computer that will serve as the central host for this 
effort . and which can run IBM digital library software. Various 113M products for 
handl ing databases. image co11ections. searching on image content, and rights 
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l lt\11 ha'> a represrntati\c on the NDI II)'-. -.teering and tcchnolog) commillees and 
has cooperated ,., ith ·1 cch si nce the stmt or thc project, cont inuing lo be activl! with 
the NDI ID \\hik de\ eloping its O\\n sen ice. In addition. l \11 is committed to using 
aml promoting the applications and stamlards developed by the NDl.'l D. 
I here IHI\ e been initiati\ cs b) various project groups besides Virginia Tech, notably 
the European Initiati ve in Library nnd Information J\crospacc - l ~lJ RILIJ\ 111, the 
\\orld n:rn)\\ncd l l'vll (IOrmerl) Uni\'crsity Microlilm International) 131. and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute amongst others. The projects have a multiplicity of aims and 
objccli\ cs including enhancing teaching, research. and information dissemination. 
( 'ost n.:duct ion to students. researchers and libraries is also mentioned as an advantage 
or electronic th<:ses. 
·1 he Library or ( 'ongress's National l)igital l.ibrnry Projec t plans to digitizt.: live 
million items b) :woo, and man) uni\ ersit). public. and private libraries \\orld" idc 
arc currently \\orking on digitii'ing their colle<.:tions as well. L::URILIA started in 
l·chn1<H) 199-L and it attempts "to establish a pan-European system for information 
rn.:ccss. retrie\ al. image lm)\\ sing and document deliver) ". l:U RlLIA's initial focus is 
on the pro\'ision 01· access lo academic llH.:ses. 
t\ llni\'L'rsity Tht:sis On-line Clroup ( l ITO(i) also exists 111 the United Kingdom. 
1'0(1 i:-. im l'stig.ating. the technical. cultural and administrative issues invol\'cd in the 
SltHagl' and deli\ er) or theses in digital form. Recent discussions in the DIG LIB 
I islsL·1' IL'\ eakd that institutions in I lolland. Canada, nnd Australia arc also im olved. 
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._ - I .itc.:raturc.: Review 
I rue.: success in thest: projc.:cts "ill potrntiall) mt:an a pcnnant:nl changt: in graduate 
t:ducation and scholarly publishi ng.'' ith digital libraries playing a mun; dominant 
rok in supporting and dissc.:minating rL'SL'iHCh. 
') -
-·~ Benefits of Electron il' T heses a nd l)issert at ion!-. 
• Students 
I he c..:lectronic theses projt:cl is primaril) an effort to impnl\'e graduate education so 
lhal graduate students become inrormation litera te. learning how to become clt:ctronic 
publishers and krnm,ing ho" to use digital libraries in their research. With access to 
the electronic theses system. graduate students will be able to (ind the full tc.:xls or 
rt:latcd \\orks easil). to rc.:ml literature re\ ie\\ s prepared by tht:ir peers. and lo folluv .. 
hypertext links to rc.:h.:rnnl data and lindings. I hc.:ir proressors "ill be able to point to 
lhl.! bc.:s\ 1.!X<tlllpic.:s of' n.:scan.: h in lhL:ir urea , C.:\ C ll lO lhl.! level or an interesting tHble. an 
illustrnti\l~ ligure. or nn enlighkning 'isuali1ation. 1\lso. students can bcnelit b) 
learning how lo bt:come electronic publishers. preparing them for their ruture \\Ork. 
Since this educational initiative tan,.!,ets all graduate students, it is unique in its ._ .... 
potential to train future generations or scholars. researchers. and professors. If they 
can publish electronically and add to digital libraries. ruture \\arks the) write "ill not 
hm c to be scanned or re-kc) ed. Finall). students arc likd) to benelit linancially from 
lhL· electronic thL·ses. Publishing electronically should save them the costs or 
prL'pari11g .11 Jea,l '\lHlle of the paper copies no\\ required. I here also may hL' ltrner 
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• Universities 
Fe\\ universities have a uni versity pn.:ss, and many or those are not profitable. Yet, 
through the cketronic theses librar) , C\'er) uni,ersit) can publish the results or its 
graduate students with a minimal investment. This should increase university prestige, 
and interest outsiders in the research \\ork undertaken. University libraries can sa\l: 
shell' space that ''mild othernise be taken up by theses. and the costly handling or 
paper theses by personnel in the graduate school and library can be reduced or 
eliminated. 
• Resea r ch and Publishing 
Student research should be aided by the electronic theses library since graduate 
students "ill have a single repository for the work of their peers, supported hy rull-
text search. Other researchers. including people in companies interested in 
opportunities for technology transfer. can look lo the electronic theses library as a way 
to quickl) learn or 11e\\ lindings. 'I hrough the electronic theses library, universities 
can control one important class or the intellectual property they produce, and can 
share it rreel) "ith other uni\ersitics to reduce overall costs. 1 his is of particular 
interest lo uni\'ersities. '' hich no'' cannot control what happens lo the research 
pub I icalions the) support. and later spend large sums to buy back research 
publications from commercial publishers. 
• Ar chiving 
\rchi' ing theses ,llld dissertations electronically can help to alleviate some of the 
pmhlt.:111s i1l\'oh cd in storage. and making rull -tcxl vers ions available either on the 
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t.:nicit.:nl to allo\\ tht.:scs and dissertations to remain in digital ronnats to focilitat1.: cast: 
or access and handling I· lcctronic n:rsion-; on di-;k. CD-ROM. or other digital 
clt.:ctronic media cnuld he cheaper ~1 s "di. 
2.6 Electronic T heses Issues 
2.6. I Del ive ry Format 
lkli \'CI') Format is an important issue ft)r electronic theses. To sati sfied readers. one 
or the lilc.:tors is tht: appropriatt.: ddivcry format is used. Different electronic theses USC 
di ITcrcnt types or formatting for the best presentation. 
• PD F 
PDF (Porta bk I )ocurm:11t Formal) is a proprit.:tary formal developed by /\dobc for the 
purpose or ekctronicall) published documt.:nls to appear as created on multiple 
platforms. PDI· compn:sst.:s the lile and the si1t.: of lile bt.:comes smaller. It is \\ idcl) 
used for transmission and distribution or documents over nt.:t\\orks. PDF supports 
hypertext lin!..ing. PDI· grt)\\ out of PostScript and \\as developed specifically for 
World \\'ide \\ch prt.:scntation. t\ PIJI· lilc can be easily created in WordPerfect or 
t\IS\\'ord b~ printing the lile to a PDF \Vritt.:r. Once turned into a PDF. a file can on!) 
be read using an Adobe Remkr. Alternatively. a user can save their file as PostScript 
:me.I use the \dnbe distiller 10 create a PDF lile. PDF is n '' idely used format in the 
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• TeX and LaTeX 
rcX and La I cX were developed to present complex mathematical formu las anc.J, 
consequent I). arc good tools to u-;c in developing electronic Yersions or technical 
c.Jocumenls that rely heavil) on math equations and fi gures. TeX and LaTeX arc 
supported on multiple architectures and the software is !'rec . 
• SGML 
SGML ( tandard Generalized Markup Language) is an international standard (ISO 
8879) developed to facilitate the interchange of electronic text. Using SGM L, mark-
up languages can be developed that can control the structure and content of electronic 
documents. SCjMl. has great potent ial because it is not dependent on any platform. 
application or formal. 
To use SGl\ IL a I) 11) (Document T)pc Definition) is developed./\ DTD is a set or 
tags that defines the content and relationships within a given document. ·1 he 0·1 D 
works as a grammar, or set or rules, that can be understood by any application that 
accepts SGML. /\ DTD can easily be checked for errors (parsing) and easily 
interchanged. SGf\1L is very Oexible, mobile and versatile. 
A comparison of some of the characteristics of 11 l'l\ IL, PDF, SG IL is done 14]: 
Attrihu te 
Portability 
,- llTi\ I L 
- Jrortable : Standard 
for the Web on all 





Easily distributed on Portable but Web 
Web; free viewer 
avai lable 
viewer not yet 
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File size 






-- - -- --- --
Small : /\SCll Smaller files than Small : /\SCll 











with complexity and 
func tionality 
Postscript, but sti ll 
quite large 
Yes 
lnllcxible : tied to 
numbered, printed 
page 
Adheres exactly to 
page layout 
Economical 





(DTD) allow rich 
document structure; 
better suited to 
longer complex 
documents with 
long lilc-cyc lc 
Expensive 
J\SCll-basecL easy Easy to create from Complex : requires 
to code, good PostScript or typeset experti se and 
editing tools. For fil es or scanned expense to set up: 
example images of printed expensive tools; 
I loT lctal. I lotDog pages steep learning curve 
or any word 
processor 
User has limited Excellent print 
control over format quality 
( ronts, background): 
printed document is 
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Speed I 
loh or\\ hill' '>pm:c 
Small !ilcs load 
quick!) in lmm sl'1 
I .arge lih.:s is slo\\ 
to tl<m nload (but 
Literature Review 
column styles as yet 
Small li les. but 
loading takes a little 
nl'\\ st reaming plug- \\ hile to interpret 
in speed~ viewing "support" files 
some\\ hat) (DID. style -;heel. 
naviga tor) 
l'aggi ng I .imitcd tag set that No hierarchical Open-ended. u-;cr-
uelined tag set; 
structure/database-
/\cccss 
c.k lincs appearance 
rather than 





extensions lead to 
lack or slllhilil): not 
usn de Ii ned 









·1 able 2.2 Comparison or some or the characteri stics of 111 i\ 1 L. PDI·, SGMI. 
2.6.2 Archiving 
\rchi\ ing and prcsen·ation or original digital documents is an important issue. ·1 he 
.\ssociation or Research I ibrarics (t\RI ) standards for archi\·ing digital materiab at 
this time specil~ one ol" l\\O l"ormats: llTi\ IL or PDF. No one has come up v.ith 
snti sl"nclor) pn'\ isions for handling multimedia. 
I he COllCL'Ph permanence and durability arc \\ Cll established in the literatun: or 
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information carrn:r '' hi<.:h cnabk It to n:sist deterioration through aging. assuming that 
it is 1101 subje<.:L to se\en.: em ironmental ronditions over a pcriml or time or a 
cataclvs111ic disastcr. l'he ddi11i tio11 or permw1rnce implics lhnl delcriorntion will take 
place '' het her nr not till' i 11 li.m11at ion cat ricr is handled and its in format ion <H.:ccsscd. 
Durabilil) rekrs to those 4ualitics and d1aracteristics '' hich enable an information 
<.:arri cr to res isl damage th ro ugh the process or use. 
I he folhm ing fartors need to be considered in dec iding on archi\al procedures: 
• Making and maintaining tape backu ps ol' electronic theses should be standard 
operating procedure; however. magnetic media arc not secure from data loss. 
• Keeping an archi,al paper cop). at least for an initial period. could case the 
transition lo electronic format for those stakdmlders ''ho \\OU Id resist 
ahando11ing print co111plctcly. 
• Writ ing the disserta ti on..; to CD-ROi\ Is might provide more-secure long-term 
pn.:sen at ion. 
!·or long-term prescrnll ion. ' ' hich brings up the question of technological 
obsolcs<.:cnce. one must think or not onl) the content hut also the medium. The l\\O 
common metlwds or digital prcsen «ll ion are refreshing and migration. Refre~hing 
data (cop) ing the contcnl peri nd irn ll) . such as lhrn1 an old tape to a m:w one) is not 
like\) tn soh c the long-tcnn prnblem. For complex files. critical runctionalit~ in the 
tiriginal lilc can e\cntual l) be lost. !'he technique or migration. hO\\C\'er. holds more 
pnimisc. 11 is possibk lo migrate older li lcs through newer stages of technology'' hen 
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I\ ligration prcsen cs the data and lorm ol the original. I\ lost current hard\\aIT and 
sol't\\are designers take cme lo ensure that nc" n:rsions "ill accept oltkr lilcs. 
Digital surrogates or ph) sical matt.!rial Im\ c the advantage or being infinite!) 
rep I icahlc \\ ithout degradation. Common practice. \\hen it comes Lo arc hi\ ing.. has 
hecn to record these digi tal surrogates onto storage media such as CD-ROM. which 
sonn bt.!comcs redundant. I he de\ clopmcnt or the World Wide Web has created the 
opportunity. not on!) to replicate c.:onlcnl. but also to distribute it'' idel). 
;\ presen at ion strategy using the World Wide Web. as a 'keeping place'. appears lo 
have been overlooked as a viable long-term repository for digital material. The 
problem or hnrd\\an.: obsnlcsc.:cnce is si111pl y pushed out to a single point at the server 
level \\hen.: back \\a rd compatihilit) and incrrnirntal upgrmk is tht.: norm. As an 
e\ olving medium ro1 the distribution ol' digital \\Ork. its paradigms are transitional 
n11d may we ll hc lk:-:iblc L' nough to carry digital content into the l'uturt.:. 
LIM ! sti ll c.:onsiders mic.:rolilming. to be its depen<lablc archi,·al medium. Virginia Tech 
considers UM I lo be its "emergency" backup. since it docs not keep an archival paper 
cop) itsclr. Virginia rech runs a script (similar to a macro) that automatically 
~enc rates an e-mai I message to l It\ 11 "hene\ er a ne\\ dissertation has been mounti:d 
~ ~ . 
gi,·ing the URI. author. and titk. lH\ 11 then dtrnnloads whene\cr it chooses. prints. 
microlilms. :111d adds the tile tu its O\\ n digital <la tu base. I lowevcr. Virginia Tech 
hopes 10 addn.:-..s the prohkm or long-term preservation and access or electronic the::ies 
b~ J1L"l H)dicall~ "riting ekctronic theses to CD-ROI\ ls for securit) back-ups and 
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2. 7 Features of Electronic Theses and Dissertations 
Features Australian Digital Concordia M. l.T Theses 
Theses Program University ETD O nline 
Collection 
Browse by: 
I. /\uthor x x 
") Department x .., 
. ) . Partner x 
institution 




I. Title x x 
2. Author x x 
3. Subject words x 
4. Department x 
5. Date/Year x 
6. URL x 
7. Keyword x 
8. Abstract x 
9. Words 
I 0. Phases 




I. /\NI) x x 
2. OR x 
3. AND NOT 
Links to other sites x x x 
llclp x x 
Feedback x x 
Delivery format PDf. PDF GIF 
View thesis : 
I. Chapter by x x 
chapter 
") Full x x 
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Features NCSU Libraries West Virginia Viq~inia Tech 
University 
13rowse by: 
I. Author x x x 





5. Title x 
~ 
Search by: 
I. Title x 
2. Author x 




7. Keyword x 
8. Abstract x 
9. Words x 
I 0. Phases x 




I. AND x 
2. OR 
3. AND NOT 
--Links to other sites x x x --llclp x x --f.'ecdback x x x 
r--. 
Delivery format PDr POf PDF 
View thesis : 
I. Chapter b) 
') 
chapter ... Full x x x 
do1,; 1111 IL'l ll :I l i Oil 
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Worcester 
University Of Polytechnic University of 
Features \Vaterloo E-thesis Institute (WPI) Michigan 
Projec t l~lcctronic Theses 
Collection -
Browse by: 
I. Author x x 
2. Depnrtmt:nl x 
3. Partner 
institution 
4. Year x 
5. Title 
Search by: 
I. Title x x x 
2. Author x x x 
3. Subject words 
4. Department x x 
5. Date/Year x x 
6. URL 
7. Keyword x x 
8. Abstract x x 
9. Words 
10. Phases 
11. Advisor name x 
l\dv~ed search -
Operator: 
1. AND x 
2. OR x 
3. AND NOT x 
-





Delivery format PDF PDF SGML/llTML 
~ ,_ -
View thesis : 
I . Chapter h) x 
') 
chapter ... Ful l x x 
docun H.:11 tat i1 lit 
""-
-~ 
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C HAPTER 3 SYST EM ANA LYS I 
3.1 Introduction 
ystcm analysis is an important phase because ii is used lo identify the system's 
functional and 11011-l'urn:lional requirements as well as the software and hardware 
requirements that arc needed lo support the idcntilicd functions. The emphasis 
throughout this phase is 10 produce a user-oriented description of what exactly the 
system wil l do. /\ II users requirements for the proposed system are documented well. 
3.2 Fact Find ing T echniq ues 
Information 0 11 several areas such as electronic theses system arc obtained by a 
process called requirements determination and this process also known as fact linding. 
There arc a le\\ data-gathering methods used to define requirements. The ract-linding 
techniques used include intcrvie\\ S, the Internet, research and observa tion. 
3.2. l Interviews 
An information-gathering interview is a directed conversation with a specific purpose 
that uses a question-and-answer format. Interviews have been conducted with 
Prol'essionals from the library science field to get the opinions ol' the interviewees and 
their feelings about the ekctronic theses digital library system. Some of the 
interviewees include I'\ Ir. I ing I ck l'lul\\. Ir. Phang Kcal Kcong. Mr. Teh Kang I lai 
<ind Pror. tvl;1dya /ainah J\ \\'n11g. gah. They arc lecturers from the Faculty of 
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3.2.2 The Internet 
The Internet is a very elkctivc \\HY or obtaining information. There arc many sites 
available in the Internet that provide information on electronic publishing, electronic 
thesis submissions and ckctronic theses systems. Besides, there arc many samples of 
ckctronic theses systems from various uni versities all around the world that can be 
used as guidclines in determining the system's functional requirements. 
3.2.3 Research 
Research is another important fact-finding technique, which involve reviewing books 
and articles published in the journals that contain relevant information. A clearer 
perception or an electronic theses digital library system is known well after the 
literature review. Besides, studies were done on the current e-thcses web applications. 
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3.3 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements un.: functions or subsystems that arc mandatory lo the system. 
The absence or the functional rcquin.:mcnts will make the whole system incomplete. 
The folio" ing. ckscribcs thc !'unctional requirements for the Digital l .ibrary of Theses. 
3.3. l Information retrieva l (Search) 
One or the important modules or the Digital Library of Theses is the search function. 
Therefore, the system should provide many types of search criteria and search 
strategics 10 enable users w choose from lo perform a search. The system should also 
provide the basic search criteria such as searching by Author, Title, Keywords. 
Word(s) in the abstrm;t, Year and Faculty. The search engine in this system is used to 
search through the database or the server and through the database of the CD-RO Ms. 
There arc t\\O l) pes or search strategics provided by this system : 
3.3.I. l Simple Search 
The simple search strateg) allows user to search by title. author. key\ ords.' ord(s) in 
abstract. year and faculty ror theses. In addition. this system enables users to perform 
a search for the source code. The objects arl! search by object name. programming 
language. word(s) in the object description and keywords. The full source code arc 
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3.3.1 .2 Advanced Search (Boolean Search) 
Boolean St.:arch is a combinatorial search that enables prolcssional us1.:rs to pcrl(m11 a 
search by using logical connectors. The logical connectors arc used to join several 
liclds together to focilitate more accurate and precise searching. The operators 
provided in the Digital I ibrary of Theses arc AND and OR. The AND operator will 
narrow down the search scope whereas the OR operator will broaden the search 
scope. 
3.3.2 Display 
The system should provide two types of display; record li sting and full record li sting. 
The record listing displays the entire search results whereas the full record listing 
shows the full docu1111.:ntation or a particular thesis selected from the record list ing or 
the search results. This system wi ll use PDF as the deli very format or the full record 
listing. 
3.3.3 Sorting 
Both the simple and advanced search results can be sorted according to the selected 
fields such as title. author and year (as selected by the users). 
3.3.4 T heses and source code uploading 
Stud1.:nts "ho art.: im oh 1.:d in thesis "riling and system developing arc required to 
Submit th1.:ir theses nnd soun:c code in the electronic form. Templates arc created for 
lh1: studrnts to lill in th1: theses· inl'ormation. author's information. supervisor's name, 
11
•11n1: or tkpn11111 L'lll . 11'1111L' or litrnlly. yea r, searchable keywords and abstract. For 
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the source code in the form or reusable components, objects or l'ull source code. ·1 hus, 
another template is created for the students to !ill in object's name, searchable 
keywords. programming languages being used and description or the objects. The 
students can upload th1.: th1.:ses and sourc1.: code to th1.: server. 1 lowevcr, only qualified 
students \\ho arc given a unique password can access to the te111plates for uploading. 
This is to pn.:vent unauthorized uploading or information to the server. This is lo 
cont rol the security ol' the system. The types of file uploaded arc set to pdf or zip. 
3.3.S Viewing and administering news 
This function allows the users lo read up on any news or announcements from the 
library. Besides. the library administrators arc allowed to perform administration 
functions such as adding ne\\ records, deleting records and updating records. 
3.3.6 Sending a11<l :ulministering feedback 
This feature will enable users to send in their suggestions or comments to the library. 
library administrators should be allowed to perform administration functions such as 
viewing all the feedback, deleting feedback and replying the feedback. 
3.3.7 Help 
This feature prO\ ides help to assi ·t users in using all the functions mentioned above 
including search. theses and source code uploading. access to news and feedback 
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3.3.8 T heses lis ting 
In addition. a thesis li sting is prm ided. Theses arc li sted b) year and by author. Year 
indcxin!!. and author imlcxinu arc important to assist users to search for a thesis. 
~ ~ 
3.4 Non-Funct ional Rcqui1·cm cnts 
Non-functional rcquircrrn.:nts dclinc system properties and constraints. Non-functional 
requin.:me111s arc as important as functional requirements and sometimes arc more 
critical than runctional requirements. The following arc the non-functional 
requirements for the Digital Library of Theses. 
• l~csponsc lim e 
One or the crucial foctors in retrieving information using a wcb-hascd system and in 
establishing a connection to the database server is the response time (from the web 
server and also from the database server). When a user submits a search queries or 
Other request in the Digital Library of Theses, they should not keep waiting for a long 
time for the results. 
• User friend liness 
The design or the system and its interface should be user friendly and easy to use. The 
design or al l the interfaces in the S) stem should possess the following criteria. 
a) ( 'onsistent . in tcnns or screen tksign and error messages displayed. 
b) l\c1..·01n1111 Hlil tiun orilll) kvcl or users: both profcssionnl users and novice 
llS\..'J'S . 
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d) I ligh degree or understandability and avoid 100 much using or commands and 
mcmori1a1ion or en:nts 
• Accura te 
The systt:m should n:sponse to the search queries requested by the users accurately. 
The search results displayed to the users should be accurate. 
• Robustness 
This system should be able to check the input validation before it continues for further 
data processing to avoid unnecessary disaster. When there is any mistake detected. 
this system should prompt an error message to indicate the mistake. For example, 
When a user docs 1101 key in va lue for a mandatory lick!, an error message should be 
prompted. 
• Modularity 
Modularity is important for further enhancement and modification as the users' 
requirements change over time. The system is divided into four modules. These 
modules arc independent and isolated to each other. They may be u ef ul in any of the 
full or partial programs in other similar applications. 
• Corrcctnt.·ss 
Correctness im: ludcs traceability. completeness nnd consistency. The logic of the 
systc111 musl IK' :thk to he tr:tccd . Jn this system. comments arc written in the scripts. 
In t1ddit io11. p1.Tli1rnli111c1.: or this system should be consistent and stable . 
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A rc:liabk system should be consistenl and functioning ''di. ·1 hus, this \)'stem should 
run smoothl) although therc an: man) ''eh users using the system simultaneous!). 
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3.5 Considcnltion Of Progra111111ing Language Technologies 
The consideration or progrnrn111ing language technologies used in the implementation 
of the Digital Library of Thest:s is based on t\\o current popular tcchnologies and they 
arc the Acti\ c Platform and the Java Platform. 
The Internet has crea ted immense market potential for developers seeking to create 
component-based applications for the emerging network-centric computing model. 
Sun Micn.>S) stem ~ and its allies. such as IBM and Netscape have long been promoting 
Java as a cross-plmform development environment made for the Internet. 
Sun introduced a co111pon1.:nt l'ra1m.:work for delivering appll:s called .lavabeans and 
Microsoft has responded with ActivcX. part or the recently announced Active 
Platform development environment. which essentially extends the Windo\\'s/OLE 
desktop to the Net. The standoff between these two technologies is expected to fo rce 
developers to take sides in an increasingly bitter market battle. 
To better understand what these choices are. the following discusses on the Active 
Platform, .Java Platform and a comparison between them. But before going into details 
about the platforms. an introduction to the Microsoft Common Object Model. 
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3.5. l Common Ohjcct Model (COM) 
3.5. l. l Overview of 01\ I 
The Component Ol~jcct lode! (CO I) is an object-oriented architecture for building 
applications. CO I is a platl'orm-inc.lcpcndcnt. distributed, object-oricntcd, system for 
creating binary solhvan.: components that can interact. COM is the foundation 
technology ror Microsoft's OLE (compound documents), ActiveX (internet enabled 
components), as \\ell as others. COM consists of a well-defined, mature, stable, and 
freely avai lable specification, as \\ell as a reference implementation, which has been 
Widely tesll.:d and adopted \\Orld'' ideas a de-facto standard. COM is the most widely 
used component soil wan.: model in the world. It provides the richest set of integrated 
services, the widest choice of' easy-to-use tools, and the larges t set or available 
applications. In addit ion, it provides the only currently viable market for reusable, off-
the-shelf, client and server components. 
COM specifics how to build components that can be dynamically interchanged and 
Provides the standard that components and clients follow to ensure that they can 
Operate together. COM components consist of executable code distributed either as 
\Vin32 dynamic link libraries (DLLs) or as executables (EX l ~s) . Components written 
to COM standard meet all the requirements for a component architecture. The COM 
con1ponents link d) namicall~ b~ using DLLs. cverthcless, dynamic linking by itself 
doc" I. d I I 
•
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COM components announce their ex istence 1n a standard way. Us ing COM 's 
publication scheme. clients can dynamically lind the components they need to use. 
COM components arc very uscl'ul in providing object-orien ted /\ Pis or services to 
Other applications a~ \\ell as dlicient for building language-independent component 
libraries fro111 whicli applications can he rapidly bui lt. 
When discussing about COM. they arc a rcw terms that need further explanation : 
• Component 
A unique or executable code that provides functionality. Components arc provided by 
servers which arc either .exe, .dll or .ocx lilcs. Servers can be made up or one or more 
components and components provide the templates from which objects arc created. 
The Component Object Model (COM) specifies how components arc created and 
client applicat ions connect to components. COM also processes requests from client 
applications to create objects. 
• Object 
/\ combination of codes and data that can be treated as a unit. An object has a 
lifetime: it is created and destroyed. COt-. l is a technology that allows objects to 
interact across process and machine boundaries as easily as objects within a single 
Process interac t. 
• Automation 
Pnq or lhl' C '( )f\ I ..; pcl'ilirntion that c.k lincs a standa rd method for creating components 
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[c1~m H J ' COM COM Component run-time run-tirne -"- ,, ' ~ Securit y I OCE RPC 
Provider 
Security I OCE RPC 
Provider 
LPC '~ LPC 
Figun; 3. 1 COM components in different processes 
The only language requirement ror COM is that code is generated in a language that 
can create structures or pointers and, either explicitly or implicitly, call functions 
through pointers. COM dclines the essential nature or a COM object. In general. a 
software object is mack up or a set or data and the functions that manipulate the data. 
A COM object is one in '' hich access to an object's data is achieved exclusively 
through one or more sets or related functions. These function sets arc ca lled 
interfaces, and the runctions or an interface arc called methods. Further. COM 
requires that the only way to ga in access to the methods of an interface is through a 
Pointer to the interfocc. 
Besides specifying the basic binary object standard. COM defines certain basic 
interfaces that pr<)\ ide functions common to all COM-based technologies. It also 
Provides a small m1111bcr or \Pl runctions that all components require. COM has now 
expanded its scopt..· to ddinc hm\ objects work together over a distributed 
Cflvi ro I I I I . 1· I . . nmcnt . am :tl t Cl Sl'e unt ~ eatures 10 ensure system anc component 111tegnty. 
l'o lhi.: <k w lopl'J 11 1· t'lil'll l appli<:n1i{l11 s. nn object takes input and provides output, but 
Its · 
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understand ho\\ to use the l'unctionality offered. ·1 his functionality is offered through 
one or more published interl~1ces . These interfaces are the means by which client 
applications COtntnllllicnte \\ ith the component. ln t1,;rfoccs at'i,; groups or l'unctions that 
provide connection points through "hid1 clients and server components communicate 
and it also standardi1cd access to the methods and properties (functionalities) 
availabk l'rom the servers. Further. there is a contract between the component author 
and the client developer that ensures consistent access to functionality. Finally, they 
structure the access so that servers arc easier to use. 
3.S. t .2 COM Servers Types : I 11 Process or Out Process 
/\COM server is any object that provid1,;s services to clients. These services arc in the 
form or implementat ions of COM interfaces that can be called by any cl ient who is 
able to get a pointer to one of the interfaces on the server object. There arc two main 
types of servers. in-process and out-of'-proccss. A server is referred to as " in-process'' 
(a .dll) when its code executes in the same process space as the client whereas an 
" Out-of-process·· server (an .exc) means it runs in another process on the same 
inachine or in another process on a remote machine. In addition, COM provides a 
inechanism that allows an in-process server (a DLL) to run in a surrogate EXE 
Process to gain its advantages. such as being able to run the process on a remote 
inachinc. These three types or sern:rs arc called : 
' In-Process Su, er 
It is a Sl'l'\ 'l'I that c:111 he loaded int~) the client's process space and serves " in-process 
nhkcts" t111d lllt:s l' ill'e impk:mcntcd as "'dynamic link libraries" or DLLs. Erficicnt 
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an in-process server component. Calls arc made directly between the clielll and the 
server component because both of them share the same ac.ldrcss space. 
• Local Server 
It is a sen er that runs in a separa te process on the same machine as the client. It also 
serves '' local objects". This type of server is another application of its own thus 
defining a separate process. This speci lication uses the terms "EXE" or "executable to 
descri be an applicat ion that runs on its own process. 
• Remote Server 
A server that runs on a separate machine and therefore always runs in another process 
as We ll lo server "remote objects". Remote servers may be implcmt:ntcd in ei ther 
DI.Ls or EX Es. ii' a remote server is implemented in a DLL. a surrogate process wi ll 
be created for it on the remote mac.; hine. 
CUt m Pro(tH 
Fi gu rL' 1.2 
COM 
In ter proccss 
Com1111111ica I ion 
. - ~ I ,t ,. 
LLRP~ \~<] 
Local Server Process 
Jfil·· / COM 
' ' 
Remote Computer 
CliL·nts :d"nys call in-process code; component objects are 
ahq1ys calkd by 111-process code. COM provides the 
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3.5.1.3 Advantages of COi\ l 
Component tcchnolog) helps to create applications more cflicicntly because it 
provides advantages such as coc.k compatibil ity. reusabil ity and version control. ·1 he 
following discuss on these advantages : 
• Bina ry Compatibility and Cross-Plat form Development 
The first major advantage of component technology is code compatibility across 
computing plat fonns. Since becoming an indust1y-widc standard, COM-compliant 
client appli cation~ and servers arc independent of the development language and 
Operating system. ('() I ensures complete binaiy compatibi lity between the client that 
is developed in licrosoft Visual 13asic and the components developed in Microsoft 
Visual C I 1 or Microsol't Visual .1 t t or components running on a Macintosh or a 
UNIX scrvcr. 
• Code Rcusa bil ity 
The second major advantage of component technology is an enhancement of DLL 
technology. COM components expose groups of methods, known as interfaces, 
through which clients interact with objects. ~any clients for a variety or different 
Purposes can reuse the code that creates those objects because these interfaces are 
documented . 
• v . crs1on Cont ro l 
'l'h , I· . ~ 1tst 11ii11rn :id\ :111taµL' rl'soh cs issues related lo version control. COM-compliant 
Cni11po111 .. ·111 s nn: .... oid to hl' sl'll'-\'L'rsiuning. This means that new functionality can be 
Hod. I 
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without aflccting dicnts tlnll aln.:ad) use the component. Functionality is not lost 
when components arc upgraded: it is always enhanced or upgraded. 
3.5.2 Distribu ted Common Object Mod el (DC OM) 
3.5.2. 1 Overview of DCOM 
DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model) is a set or Microsoft concepts and 
program intcrfa<.:es in which client program object can request services from server 
program objects on other computers in a network. DCOM is a protocol that enables 
so ftware components to communicate directly over a network in a reliable. secure. 
and el'licient manner. DCO I is based on the Component Object Model (Component 
Object Model). \\hi ch provides a se t of interfaces al lowing clients and servers to 
cornrnunicatc "ithi11 the same computer (that is running Windows 95 or a later 
version). The Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) ex tends the Component 
Object Model (COM) to support communication among objects on different 
co 111puters- on a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (W /\N), or even the 
Internet. Previoush ca lled " etwork OLE." DCOM is designed for use across 
• v 
lnultiple nct\\ork transports. including Internet protocols such as HTTP. DCOM is 
based on the Open ' oftwarc Foundation's OCE-RPC spec and will work with both 
Java applets and J\cti\ eX R component through its use or the Component Object 
Model (CO ~ ). 
l)('OM can also \\ 111 k 0 11 n rH.:l\\ork "ithin nn enterprise or on other networks besides 
lhc I) I 1 · . . , 11 ) I L' I nt L·1 m:t. It 11sL' :-. I ( 1'/ I P and I lypcrtex t I rans fer Protocol. DCOM comes as 
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available on all major lJ IX platforms and on IBM's large server products. DCOM 
replaces OLE Remote /\utomation. 
DCOM is general I~ equi\ aknt to tht.: Common Object Request Broker /\rchitec..:tun: 
(Common Object Request Brnker 1\rchitecture) in terms of providing a set of 
distributed services. DCOM is IVlicrosoft's approach to a network-wide environment 
!'or program <1t1d dala objects. 
Because l)COrvt ts a seamless evolution of COM, the world's leading component 
technology, one can tal-.e advantage or their existing investment 1n COM-based 
applications. components. tools. and knowledge to move into the world of standards-
bascc.I distributed computing. l)COrvt \\ill then handles low-level details of net\\ork 
Protocols to provide transpan:nc) in developing distributed applications. 
In today's operat ing syslems, processes are shielded li·om each other. /\ client that 
needs to communicate wi th a component in another process cannot ca ll the 
component directl). but has to use some form of inter-process communication 
Provided b) the operating system. COtvl provides this communication in a completely 
transparent fashion: it intercepts calls from the client and forwards them to the 
component in another pwcess. 
When ti ient and 1.:ll111po11rn1 n:sick tl11 di ITercnt machines, DCOM simply replaces the 
local i111er-p10ccs:-. l Ot 111111111irntio11 \\ ith n m;twork protocol. Neither the client nor the 
coi11ponc111 is :l\\ (ll l' lhat the \\ire thal wnnccls them has jusl become a lilllc longer. 
I" 
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oriented ser\'ices to clients and components and uses RPC and the security provider lo 
















DCOM directl) and transparently takes advantage or any existing investment in COM 
components and tools. /\ny component that is developed as part of a distributed 
appl ication is a candidate l'or future reuse. With DCOM's location independence, the 
application can combine related components into machines that are "close" to each 
Other onto a single machine or even into the same process. Even if a larger number of 
small components implement the functionality of a bigger logical module, they can 
Still interact efficiently among each other. Components can run on the machine where 
it 1nakcs most sense: user interface and validation on or close to the client, database-




























A common issu1,; during the des ign and implementation of a distributed appl ication is 
the choice of' the language or tool for a given component. Language choice is 
1YPicall) a trade-off b<!t\\een de' dopment cos t. available experti se, and performance. 
As an extension or CO I, DCOM is completely language-independent. With DCOM's 
location independence, the application can combine related components into machines 
!hat arc "close" to each other onto a single machine or even into the same process. 
Even if a larger number of small components implement the functionality of a bigger 
logical module, the;. can still interact efficiently among each other. Components can 
run on the machine where it makes most ense: user interface and validation on or 
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3.5.3 CORBA 
The Common Object Request 13roker Architecture (COR!l/\) 14] is an t.:mcrging open 
distributed object computing i11fra~tructurc being standurdi1cd by the Object 
Management (I ro.1p { 0 I(;) . CORBI\ automates many common network 
progr<1111111ing tasb such as object registration. locution, and activat ion; request 
demultiplex ing; l'raming and error-handling; parameter marshalling and 
clcmarshalling: and operation dispatching. The Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture (CORBI\) is the Object Management Group's answer to the need for 
interoperability amnng the rapidly proliferating number of hardware and software 
Products availabk tDday. Simply stated, CORBI\ allows applica tions to communicate 
With one another 110 111utkr where they arc located or who has designed them. 
CORBI\ I. I wa!-. introduced in 1991 by Object Management Group (OMG) and 
defined the Interface Dclinition l.nnguagc (IDL) and the Application Programming 
Interfaces (/\Pl) that enable cl ient/server object interaction within a spccilic 
11nple111entation or an Object Request Broker (ORB). CORBA 2.0, adopted in 
December or 199-t dclincs true interoperabi lity by specifying how ORBs from 
different vendors can interoperate. 
l'hc (ORB) is the rniddk,,arc that establishes the client-server relationships between 
Objects. Using an ORB. a client ca11 transparently invoke a method on a server object, 
''hich ran hl' 011 tht' s allll' m:Khi1ll' or across a nct\\Ork. The ORB intercepts the call 
anu is l'L'spon :-. ihk fo r lindi11g an nbjl'cl that cnn implement the request, pass it the 
PiH·a111L'IL·1·s. ill\11k ~· it s lllL'lliod. a11d return the results. The client does not have to be 
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or any other system aspects that arc not part or an object's intcrfoce. In so doing, the 
ORB provides i111eropcrabilit) bct\\CCll applications on different machines in 
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Figure 3.5 CORBA ORB Architecture 
In fielding t ) pica! client/scn·er applications. developers use their own design or a 
recognized standard to dc!ine the protocol to be used between the devices. Protocol 
dc r · · 111111011 dcpemb on the implementation language. network transport and a dozen 
Other fac tors. OR Bs simpli I~ this process. With an ORB, the protocol is defined 
throu I 1 1 · · · 1· . . I . 1 . I . d d g 1 t 11: app 1c,1t1l1n 11 llL't aces 'ta a s111g c imp cmenlat1on anguagc-m epen cnt 
~Pcl'i lie;i t io11 . tl11.: 11> 1 . \ nd ORBs pnn idt: fkxihility. They let programmers choose 
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language to use ror cach componcnt or a system under construction. More 
importantly, lhcy al ltm the integration of existing components. In an ORB-based 
solution, deYclopcrs s impl~ modd the legacy component using the samc IDL they use 
for creating new objccls, then write "wrapper" code that translates b<.:tween the 
stnndardii'cd bus and the legacy intcrraccs. 
COIU3/\ is a sing!<.: step on the road to object-oriented standardization and 
interoperability. \\'ith CORBI\, users gain access to information transparently, 
Without them having to kno\\ \\hat solhvare or hardware platform it resides on or 
Where it is located on an enterprises' network. The communications heart of object-
Oriented systems. CORBA brings true interoperability to today's computing 
cnvi ronmen t. 
3.S,4 Active Platfo rm 
Microsoft Active Platform 1s an integrated. comprehensive set of client and server 
development technologies that make it easy for developers to integrate the 
connecti vi ty or the Internet with the power or the personal computer. Based on 
Microsoft Corp.'s leading standards-based implementation or I ITML, open scripting. 
and component architecture. the ActiH~ Platform allows developers to use the tools 
<Ind components they kno'' tocfo) to build powcrCul applications easily for the Internet 
and intranets. I he 1\<.:tiH: Platform in<.:ludes cli~nt tcchnologics that run in an Active 
er 1 ~111 hrn\\ sl.' I. Sl' I\ LT 11:chnolngics that run on the Windows NT@ erver network 
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technologies thnt tie clien t and server components together across the net work and 
enable component-based applications to work seamlessly. 
Active Platfl) rnl not only brings uniformity to the server side for Web-enabled 
applications, it also encompasses the client side with the same open architecture to 
deli ver a cohesi\ e means of displa) ing content residing on Active Platform servers. 
There arc three main pnrts to the Active Platform that make it possible to create, 
deploy, and use powerful Web-enable<l app lications for the Internet and intrancts. 
These include the fo llo\\ ing: 
• ActiveX T echnologies 
l\ctivcX technologies refers to the tools and standards that work as the glue to 
bring dynamic, interacti ve content to your Web site. AclivcX technologies arc a 
set or soft ware standards, components. and tools that work on different operating 
systems and heterogeneous net\\.Orks lo enable the Active Platform . 
• Active Desktop 
The Acti ve Desktop is the cl ient component of the Active Platform environment. 
The Active Desktop enables the creat ion or applications that run on the client 
systems under a multitude or operating sy·tems and hardware platforms. 
The Acti' c Desktop provides devdopers' ith a means of wri ting applications to a 
cnin1110n i11tl'I fo<.:e to l'nsurc th.: capabi lil) to run on multiple operating systems 
and hard\\ .Ill' plat forms. \ <.: ti' c Desktop includes support for languagc-
i11depl.· 11 tk11t sr11pti11g. dy11a111ic I IT IL. systcm scrviccs, and ActiveX component 
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• Active Server Pages 
The /\cti' c Sen er Pages is a high-level component that takes advantage or the 
scaleablc. hi gh-perfo rmance capabilities or Windows NT Server to provide 
developers "ith a rich environment for crt.:ating servt.:r-si<k Web applications. 
Act i Vl! Scr\'cr Pages includes l'u 11 support for Windows NT Server system 
services. databasl! acct.:ss. transaction processing. and message queuing. 
The main a<h antage or Active platform is that it allows developers to move onto the 
Web without sacri!icing existing investments in training and components. It also 
means that /\cti' eX controls can be easily integrated into a wide variety of existing 
Window applicntions such as Microson Word, Excel and even BackO rtice. The 
Active Clients is cross-platform \\hich is found built into Microson lnt t.:rm:t Explorer 
3.0 and abm c; it can be part or the client/server applicat ion through /\ctivcX. For 
Windows environment, Act ive platform provides a sound and scalable server-s ide 
appl ication de,·clopmcnt platform. 
The core technology of Active platform is the COM. lf used in a network wi th a 
directory and additional support. COM becomes the Distributed COM (DCOM). The 
lllost important thing "hen writing a program to run in the ActiveX environment is a 
co111poncnt, ;i scll'-sunicil..'.nl program thnt can be run anywhere in the ActiveX 
network (currl..'.ntl) a nl..'.t\\ nrk consisting of Windo\\ and Macintosh systems). This 
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3.5.4. l ActivcX Controls 
ActiveXQ<) controls arc among the man) types or components that use COM 
technologies to provide interoperability with other types or COM components and 
services. ctiH~:\ control is a component program object that can be re-used by many 
npplication programs with in a computer or among computers in a network. J\ctivcX 
Controls can he do" nloaded as small programs or animations for Web pages, but they 
can also be used for commonly-nccded task by an appl ication program in the latest 
Windows and i\ lacintosh environments. 
ActiveX controls arc the third version or OLE controls (OCX), providing a number of 
enhancements specilicall ) designed to focilitate distribution or components over high-
latl!ncy IH.!t\\ orks and to provide integration or controls into Web browsers. These 
enhancements include ll:aturcs such as incrcml!ntal rendering and code signing, to 
allow users to ic.kntil) the authors or rnntrols before allowing them to l!xecutc. 
3.s.s Java Platform 
'l'hc Java Platform is a new software platform different from many other platforms 
like Micro ·on Windows. \lacintosh. 0 11. U IX and NctWare: it is designed to 
deliver and run highly interactive. dynamic. and secure applets and applications on 
nct\\'orkcd computer system. fhe .Im a Platform sits on top of these operating system. 
l\pplications '' rittrn in the .Im a language compile to architecture neutral bytccodcs 
l()f' ti 1l' .Ima \'111ual lad1ine. rath1.:r than normal machine code. A Java interpreter 
lh1:n l'Xl'l'lltl'S ti ll' 1rn11sl:i1cd code. I he primary advantage or this approach is that it 
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Java Virtual Mach ine. This portability IS possible because at the con.: or the Java 
Plat form is the .la' a Virtual lachine. 
While each untkrl) ing pla1fi..m11 has its O\\ n implementation of the Java Virtual 
Machin<.:. then.: is only 011e virtual rn <H.: hine spcci lication. Due to this factor, the Java 
Platform can pnn ide a standard. uniform programming interface to applets and 
applications on any hardware. The Java platform is therefore ideal for Internet, where 
one program :-.hould be capable of running on any computer in the world. The Java 
Platform is designed lo provide the "Write Once, Run Anywhere" capability. 
Developers can "rite ol~jel:t-ori cn tt.:d. multithn:adcd, dynamica lly linked appl ications 
using the Java Language. The platform has built-in security, exception bundling and 
automatic garbage collection. Just-In-Time compilers an: avai lable to speed up 
execution by converting .I m a bytccodes intn nuH.:hinc language. From within the Java 
Language, de' elopcrs \:an also write and call native methods in C, Cl-+ or another 
language, compiled to a specific underl ying operating system for speed or special 
functional it). 
On the Ja\a Platform den:lopers can create l\\ O different kinds of programs: applets 
anct applications. The primary difference between them nrc: an applet requires a 
network to run "hik an application dot:s not. \ hi le applets and applications for the 
1110~t part hm c 1h1.: s:mtL' access to a "idc range of language capabilities, applets arc 
restricted f ro111 h:I\ ing re.id or \Hi te .1cccss to an) lite systt:m except the server from 
\Vhich tllL') l':111w . I his '" hL·rnttSL' nn npplct cnn be potentially downloaded from an 
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that applets can be marked with digital signatures. allowing the end-user to be assured 
that it has been do" nlomkd unaltered rrom a trusted source. 
3.5.S. l J a \':t lk:rns 
.lavalka11s is a portuhk. pl<1tfor111-independent component model wrillcn in the Java 
programming language. de\ eloped in collaboration with industry leaders. It enables 
developers to wri le reusnhle components once and run them anywhere -- benefiting 
from the plat form-independent pO\\er or Java technology. JavaBeans acts as a Bridge 
between proprietary component models and provides a seamless and powerful means 
for developers tn build components that run in J\ctiveX container applications. 
Java lJcans cnn1ponl'. nts. or lkans. arc reusable sortware components that can be 
tnanipulated \ isuall) in a builder tool. Beans can be combined to cn.:ale trnditional 
applications. or their smaller web-oriented brethren. applets . In addition, applets can 
be designed 10 '' ork as reusable Beans. 
JavaBeans b a complete component model. It supports the standard component 
arcl · lttec turc l'catures of properties. events. methods. and persistence. In addition, 
JavaBeans prt)\ ides support for introspec tion (to allow automatic analysis of a 
JavaBcans componl'.nt) and cus1omi1ntion (lo make it easy to configure a JavaBcans 
cornponcnt) . .l:t\ alknns hrings the 1.:\.lraordinary power or the Java platform to 
COf11po11cnt dL' \ L' IOplllCllt , offering the ideal l.:tl\'il'Ol1111Cllt Cora developer WhO wants tO 
extend thl.' corirL·pt nl' rL'trsahk component de\ clopment beyond one platform and one 
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JavaBeans does 1101 add an) security fcalUres lo the Java platform. Rather, JavaBcans 
components ha' e !"u ll access lo the broad range or security fea tures that arc purl of the 
Java platform . .la\lll3eans components can bc uscd to build a range of different kinds 
or solutions from full-nedged Java desktop applications to web-based Applets. 




Ac tivcX .Java Beans 
ActiveX is platform specific JavaBeans operates as a 
and compiles into Windows cross-platform environment 
bytecode. Microsoft has and compiles into an 
promised to po rt /\cti veX to architectura lly neutral "J-
other platforms. Code". 
---
/\ctivcX has serious 
problems that may prove 
dinicu lt 10 fix. It s controls 
have access 10 your 
computer·s operating 
system. files and 
applications. Security 
depends on trusted servers 
and digital signatures. 
,\ctiYcX has ndrnntage 
I because ii is optimized for 
the \\ indO\\S platform and 
.lavalk ans works with the 
Java Virtual Machine 
implementation. which 
prevents applets from 
accessing files or 
applications. The language 
was designed from the start 
with security in mind. 
Securi ty is not foolproof, 
but holes are genera lly 
discovered and patched 
quickly. 
JavaBeans is comparatively 
slow. ll arrives in an 
architecturally neutral state 
;irrivc" O\ er the Internet as and must be interpreted by 
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Optimization 
!'able 3. 1 
j it faster than Javalkans. - before it can be executed. 
1\cti\ eX compo11e111 can run 
as native cock and thus ii is 
processed fas1er. 
f\ctiveX is optimil'cd for Java8cans is opti mized for 
Windows. Microsoft simply the Internet. Java is a 
adapted its existing desktop component architecture that 
compom:nt architecture, was designed for the 
OLE ror net\VOrks. /\ctiveX Internet and through 
controls. ho\\cvcr. arc cooperation wi th the 
already bui lt into Windows OpcnDoc standard, will 
95 and Window NT move to the desktop. 
operating systems as well as 
several applications; this 
wi ll allow /\ctiveX controls 
to work \\ ith Windows 
programs. 
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3.6 Considcrnt io11 of p rogra111111i11g la ngua ges 
3.6. t Actin St.•n·cr Page (ASP) 
An Act in: Sen <.:1 Page (,\SP) is an 11 r II. page that includes one or more scripts 
(small embedded programs) that arc processed on a Microsoft Web server before the 
page is sent to the user. An ASP is somewhat similar to a server-side include or a 
common gate\\ a) interface (CCI I) application in that all involve programs that run on 
lhc scrvl!r, usually tailoring a page for the usl!r. Typica ll y, the script in the Web page 
at the server uses input received as the result of the user's request for the page to 
access data from a database and then builds or customizes the page on the fly before 
sending it to the rcqtH.:s tor. 
!\Sp is a feature 01· the rvticroson lntt:rn<.:t lnrormation Server ( ll S), but, since the 
server-side script is just building a regular 11 l'ML page, it can be delivered to almost 
any browser. An 1\ ·p file can be created by includ ing a script wri tten in VBScript or 
JScript in an 11 l'ML file or by using ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) program 
statements in the I ITML lilc. fhc 11 rML file is named with the ".asp" file suffix. 
Microso n reco1111111:11cls the use or the server-side ASP rather than a client-side script, 
Where there is m:tuall~ a choice. because the sen er-side script will result in an easily 
displayable I ITi\11 page. Client-side scripts ( for example, with JavaScript) may not 
\Vork as intcndl'd 011 older hnm scrs. 
I\~ I> . 
• 1:-; rn 11sidl'll'd its n Fhll' tL·cl111ology. which hinds together various server-based 
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existing dynamic \\Cb page technology such as CGI (Common Gateway Interface). 
lSAPI (Internet Server Application Programming Interface) and scripts. In addition, 
ASP is suitable: for building multi-ti1:r Internet and Intranet applications. It also 
supports clic11t--;cn 1:r running prngr:1111ming. It is ab le to spread process ing load 
between client and server b) impkmenting and integrating client-side processing as 
Well as sen ·er sid1..· processing. 
3.6.1. t V BScl"i pt 
Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) is a subset of Microson Visual 
13asic Language. Vl3Script docs not include f'caturcs that arc normally outside the 
scope or scripting. such as lilc access nnd printing because it was spccilically 
designed to \\01k in browsers. Vl3Script is supported primari ly on Microsoft 
platl'orms. VBScr1pt is a\'ai lable as u part ol' Microsoft Internet l ~x plorcr (IE) and 
Internet In formation Server. VB cript docs not produce standalone applets but is used 
10 add intell igence and interactivity to I ITML documents. 
Unl ike Visual Basic. VB cript is not used as a designed environment. Users cannot 
lay out l'orms and user interfaces by dragging and dropping controls. Instead, 
VBScript is an arter-thc-foct language. The placement of ActiveX controls on a web 
Page and ho" the~ got tl11..·rc is \'BScript's trne concern. 
If Vnsnipt j, ll'-1..·d. the fol lo" mg conditions must be taken into consideration : 
• Sn n r sr ri pl. If' Vl\Sl'ript is used ns server script (in Active Server Pages) . 
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• Client script. If VBScript is used in browser scripts, the browser must be a 
version ol' Internet l ~ :-;p lorer. Other popular browsers might not support 
VB.'cript. 
llowcver. the n:striction to Internet l·xplon..:r for client script is a problem ii' a public 
Web site is created because it is impossible to control what browsers' people use. 
Thercl(lre, using VBScript is practical in client script only in writing for an audience 
With a k1w" n bnm scr. such as a company intranet. 
3.6.2 C ommon Gatc\\ ay In te r face (CG I) Applica tions 
The Common <.iute\\a)' lnlcrfocc (C(i l ) allows Web servers to execute other programs 
and incorporate their output into the text. graphics. and audio sent to a Web browser. 
CGJ programmers use tools that provide for forms processing, look ing up records in a 
database, or sending e-mail. C<il applications arc more like a system utility than fu ll-
blown applicl:ltinns; scripts arc task-oriented rather than process-oriented. A CGI 
script has a single job: it initiali ;,;cs. docs its job. and then terminates. It is easy to chart 
data Oo\" and program logic. but CGI has its limitations: 
' CGJ programs take more time lo write and debug; thus produces frequent down 
lime for \\'cb ... i1cs 
' CG! programming is consistently ou1pcrforn1cd by A P and is five times slower 
' CCil Web p.tt'L'" ill\.' "non-d> nnmi<.:". thus continuous changes cannot be made "on 
lhL• 11) ." 
' ( '( i i is 1H1t 111lll·1L·11tl) 1111tlti-thn.:adt.:d (/\S P is), which limits the number of 
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• CG I uses a greater amount or server resources c.legrac.ling performance of servers 
and sites. 
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Act ivc Server Cold Fusion 
Pages (ASP) 
Windows and Sun Windows and Sun 
Solari s Solaris 
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None Cold rusion 
Package rcq u ire men t 
Web server 
com pat ib i Ii t) 
- _,_ -
Sci·· · 1pt1ng languages 
lJ IX. \Vine.lows. Windows web 
Netscape and Mac 
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CIC 1 1. Perl , 
VB Script. 
Java 'cript 
1ot 'er) easy to 
learn 
servers and 
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multiple requests Compatibility with 
other web servers 
Pl.tt l(H Ill 
imkp1..·mkm:c and 
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Costs involved Development costs Development costs Product , li cense and 
development costs 
Recommc11datio11 - Good for almost any Clood for almost any Good ror 
application except 
w 1ie11 the re a re 
go i11 g to be a large 
lllllllbcr or hits 
simu I lancousl y 
kind or application . applications 
Works especia lly accessing databases 
well in a Windows like a E-Com1rn.:rce 
NT environment si te and handling 
large number of hits 
Tabk: ~.2 ('t)mparison between ASP, CGI and Cold Fusion 
3.7 Other Considerations 
3.7. t Microso ft \Vind tm s T Server .t.O 
Microsoft Windo"s N I' Sencr 4.0 is a complete and powerful platform that provides 
server operating S) stcm. It prm ides the backbone for a complete, organic system, 
Where all clements \\Orking together seamlessly l5 I. When it is joined with other 
Windows ·1 -rd.lied products. including the 13ack0fficc® family of applications and 
Windows T \\'orkstation. Windows T erver provides the foundation for a 
Powerful and "di-integrated cm ironmenl. The introduction of new management 
tools in Windo" ~NT Server 4.0 and the Option Pack has provided great assistance in 
setting up Web Sites. managing the content and analyzing usage patterns for 
llnpro, emenl. It ..;en cs as platl'lmn to publish and share information in a secure way 
over Intranet and Internet. 
J.7.2 I 11 I t· rnd l 11 l'or111 at ion Sl' t' \ ' lT .t .O 
lnt1:n11:1 l11l i11111.it11111 Stl'\L'I (llS) i" Windows NT 4.0 built-in web server. With llS 
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Transactions an: the plumbing that no\\ makes it possible to run real business 
applicat ions with rapid dcvelopment, easy scalability and ATOMIC rcliability. llS 4.0 
brings together the pO\\·er of Windows NT Server, with the best of cl ient/server 
development. and the ubiquity or the Internet to create the first Web platform for true 
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3.8 Conclusion 
The programming language technology chnsen is based on the /\c tive Platform. 
Acti ve plat forn1 run prn\' ide dynamic wcb-pugc gcncratio11 . /\ II changes madc to the 
current wch-pill!l' c: 111 he rcllcctcd 0 11 tht.: very same page. unl ikl! the slntic web-page 
(I ITML.) impkmenlation. 
l\ctivcX (which i-.; hasl!d on COtvl/l)COM) is chosen for creation of business object or 
co111ponc111 (as a middle-tier 10 scgrl!gate all the business rules from the server). 
ActiveX component including the ActiveX Controls and /\ctivcX Documents can be 
easi ly created usi ng the popular Microsoft Visual Basic Ver 5.0. ActivcX is optimized 
for Windo\\ s plat form and thus can be executed foster than the Javalkans. There an.: 
also many third party tools that arc available for development as compared 10 
JavaBeans. Since 1\cti\'cX is based on the CO MDCOM standard. this COM/DCOM 
standard is chosen for de' dopmcnt of this system. 
Since the programming language tcchnolog) chosen is based on the ActiveX and 
Microsoft IT Scr\'cr \\orks \\ell "ith Acti\'eX. therefore Microsoft WindO\VS NT 
Server is chosen a· the de\'elopment plat form. The Web server used in the 
irnplemcntation of' the Digital Library or Theses is the Internet Information Server 
OIS) Ver ·LO. "hich is \\Cb sen er for the Windows NT platform that enables 
dcvc lnpcrs to publi -.. li inl(11·11iatilHl trn a corpnr:i te inlranct or on the Internet. Microsoft 
111krnc1 lnl(1l111:llio11 Sl..'nLT (llS) Ver -1.0 i-.; chosen because it supports ASP. Internet 
In 1()1·1 • • . 1· . h . I 11 'I' r: P I nn t1011 SL'I '1.·1 t1ans1n11s 111 ornrn11on y us111g 11c ypcrtl!xt ransicr rotoco 
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Protocol (FT P) and gopher services. The FTP service enables users to transl'er Ii les to 
and from your \\'cb site. l'hc gopher service uses a menu-dri ven protm:ol for locating 
documents. 
There an.: severa l reasons as 10 why the Windows NT plntlo rm is chosen here for the 
deve lopment and implementation or tht: Digital Library ol' Thescs 
• NT comes integrated" ith web server, llS and thus can be used efficiently 
• NT Server is the onl ) trnc multipurpose operating system. It combines the 
performance or file and print serve rs and the power of UNIX application servers 
With the easl! or USC or Windows. 
• NT offers case or administration or maintL:nance \: here administrators can learn, 
use and manage one system wi th powerful lile and print services plus robust and 
rcliabk application services. 
• N'I Sen er is interoperable with other systems such as Net Ware; it integrates with 
legacy systems while offering a smooth migration. NT supports up to 32 
• 
processors . 
With the mai lable resources during the development of the Digital Library of 
Theses. that is. a personal computer '' ith Pentium Pro processor, the NT serves as 
the most suitable platform. 
• Though I mm not be as robust. as ·calable and as reliable as the UNIX platform 
• 
but it i~ sulfo:icnt for middle scale de ,·dopment and use . 
During d1.·,·l'lnpmL·nt. thL· . \ cti \'e Platfo rm was only available in NT (and not 111 
l IN I:\ . hu t \ I il'rnS(,n h.is al read~ planned to enhance the platform support for 
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3.8.3 C hoice of Programming Language 
It is important It) understand the functional and non-functional requirements for the 
system "hik cu11sidering the: programming language lo he used f'or development. 
There arc: SC.:\'Cr:i l cri t1,;rias tlrnt l'orm the rou ndation or choosing the appropriate 
Programming language. 
• The programming language should be able to cater for dynamic web-based 
programming. 
• The programming language must be able to support database communication 
' The programming languag1,; must be able to support the implementation of' three-
tier clic11t/st.:rv1,; r architccturt.:. 
' The programming language must he ahlc to support case of' building a graphical 
user interface as the end-users ha\'e close interaction with the system. 
With the above criterias. the selection of programming language for development is 
Active Server Pagc.:s (ASP). /\SP is chosen as a web-page development tool because it 
can provides cl) namic \\Cb page development. It is tightly integrated with Windows 
NT Server and j\ licroson Internet In formation , crver Ver 4.0. 
13esidl!s, ' P can pn.>,·idc.:s 'ariou benclits as mentioned below : 
• Co111pk111e 11 ts ser\'c r sitk :-;cripling 
• < 'oinpi k f1 l'l' dn dopllll'lll 
• 
• 
l\ t~.'ll'iihk l'll\ ll llllllll'lll 
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• Easily leverage existing investments/skills 
YBScript is chosen as the main scripting language for the development of this system 
because it is easier to learn compared to JavaScript. It also communicates well with 
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3.9 Hardware and Software Requirements 
3.9.3 cn •cr Side 
A minimum or 1 ~ 113 or Rt\ I is suggcsted ror a Windows NT Server System, but 64 
MB or RJ\ I is 11 10n .: apprnpriatc. ll is recommenc.kd that implementation of SQL 
Server in a pruduction em ironment on an) thing greater than a Pentium 200. The 
faster the processor spct.:d and more memory the web server has, the better the 
performance "ill ht.:. Nct\\ork Interlace Card (N IC) and network connection with 
recommended bandwidth at I O~ l bps or more, a hard disk at least 5 GB of storage and 
Others standard computer peripherals arc also required. 
To host and run thc system, the s<.:rvcr computer n<.:cds lo have various supporting 
solhvarc installed. 
Software/ Componc nts Description 
Windows NT Sen c r ..+.O ~etwork Operating System 
Internet Information Cl'\' er Web-server service 
Acti ve Server Pages Server Scripting Engine 
Microsoft SQL .'en ·er 7.0 ROB IS for data warehousing 
Microso ft Internet I· :xplorer Precondi tion for ASP installation 
Create PDF fi les from any application 
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3.9..t Client Side 
The client hardwnrc requirements arc quite minimal as long as it has a reasonahle 
amount of RAM and a reasonable quality dial-up connection line. The recommended 
configurations arc: 
l. At least 16 Megabytes of' RAM. 
2. A minimum 150 MB of hard disk storage. 
3. Network connection through existing net1.,·ork configuration. 
4. Other standard computer peripherals. 
Clients need to have the basic Microsoft Operating System such as Wine.lows Jx or 
Windows 95 as a basic requirement to install other solhvarc to support the system. As 
for compatibi lity reason Microsoft products arc recommended. The client soft\\'arc 
requirements fall on the browser used by users. It requires a system that can run 
Internet Explorer 4.0 and above or any other browser that support VBScri pt. Adobe 
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C HAPTE R 4 SYST EM DES IGN 
4.J Introduction 
System design is the phase "licre the requirements of the system arc translated into 
system charactnistics. that is a model representation of an entity that wi ll be bui lt 
later. The go;tl or the S) :-tern design effort is the design of an in formation system that 
will be effective, reliable and maintainable. To be effective the system must sati sfy 
the defined requin.:ments and meet the specified constraints. The most important 
factor is that the design must confo rm to the end-user needs. 
During the design or th is system. the folio'' ing considerations have been taken into 
account: 
• End-U~cr Considcrn tion 
The design 01· the interf'<1ce and screen must conform to user needs and to also 
anticipate future end-user needs. The one factor that weights most heavily while 
deciding for a design is the efll!ct or it on user. It would be futile to build a powerfu l 
system whcreb\ the users lind it diflieull to use . 
• Data Consid l·ratiom. 
l)ata should e11tL'l the s~ stem "here and "hcn it occurs. because unnecessary delays 
can kad to 11K1ll1 LTI ill hist d.11a \\'hen data enters the system. it should be validated 
H1td ' L'l'i lied 111 1111L·di.t1c l ~ tn .t\ 01d introducing errors to the system. Besides ensuring 
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he/she needs tn login for 01H.:e onl y. and when he/she performs renewal (or 
reservation) hdsllc 1H.:ed not login again. 
• Processing Considerations 
This considerati o11 is to aim for processing simplicity. The focus hen.; is to create or 
build indcpentknt modules that perform a single function to case understanding and 
maintainability. l'hus the modulari ty factor is given emphasis. 
4.2 Dcsig11 Tt·chniq uc 
The design technique used in the Digital Library of Theses is the stepwise refi nement 
technique. Step" isc rcl incmcnt is a lop-down li.:chnique for dcco111posing a system 
from high-leve l s111.:c ifi rnt ion i1110 more elementary level. It is also known as stepwise 
Program development. I his technique was originally described with Wirth and it 




Decomposing de~ign dcci~ions to elementary levels 
Isolating design aspects that arc not truly interdependent 
Postponing decisions concerning representation details as long as possible 
' Carefully c.kmnnstrating that each succcssi' c step in the refinement process is a 
!~1ith l'ul cxpa ll 'i illll or pre\ inus skps 
1 hl: 111ajor :1th n111,1l'l' ' of u'iin~ -. tqm isc retim::ment as n design technique are: 
• 
• 
'I op-do\\ 11 dl·r 11 111po-. 11io11 
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• Postponemrnt of design dec isions 
• Continual \ cri lication or consis11.:nc) (formally or informally) 
Using step\\ ise rcli 11cmen1. " probkm is segmented into small , manageabk: pieces 
and the amount l) r detail that must be dealt with al any particular lime is minimized. 
4.3 User In terfa ce Desig n 
User Interface 1)1.:sign is a crucial process as the user interface is the only way the user 
communicates \\ ith the system. /\ dinicult lo use and an unattractive user interface 
docs not all ract ll'iers to use them. Regardless of how powerful a system may be. a 
bad! ) designed user inlcrfocc \\i ll sh1,;d users from using it. Therefore it is important 
that this part or th1..: development he given serious and careful consideration. 
4.3. 1 Scr een Des ig n 
The main purposes or a screen arc to present in formation and to assist users in using 
the system. The follm\ ing guidelines are therefore considered in the screen design for 
Digital Libra t") or I hcscs . 
• 
• 
All screen di-..p la~ s shnuld be a11rac1in\ uncluttered and symmetrically balanced. 
Boxes arc usL·d Ill highlight certain groupings of data elements . 
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• Screen presentations should be consistent; titles, messages and instructions 
should all appear at the same general locations. Similarly, be consistent in the use 
of tem1s. 
• All messages should be explicit and understandable 
Figure 4. l shows the general screen design for the Digital Library of Theses. 
Oo f.dl ~- Go F~cos ti~ 
11 ,;_, • (, ~ ~ I a (!J ~ ~ I d'.l ~ 
Back SloP Relresh Homo Sea.en Fav01tes Hiday Chennels Fuhaeen MIW 
~°" ~ li1pJ110un1 2ffildgiib/use1/studerdogn.asp?sta1ui .. 2 
' 
' 
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Submit I Reset I 
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Table 4.1 describes the menu for this system 
Module Menu Item Sub-Menu Item Description 
llomc Returns to the 
default page of the 
Digital Library of 
Theses. 
~ 
List ings Theses Listings Author indexing Lists theses' 
information 
according to first 
character of author's 
name. 
Department Lists theses' 
indexing information 
according to the 
department name. 
Y car indexing Lists theses' 
information 
!--.___ 
according to year. 
Search Engine Simple Search and Search Engine For Performs a search 
Advanced Search Theses either through the 
database or through 
the CD-ROMs. The 
search page contains 
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-
Search Engine Simple Search and Search Engine 17or Performs a search 
Advanced Search Fu I I Source Code through the 
database. The search 
page contains many 
search criteria for 
precise searching. 
Search Engine For Performs a search 
Objects or through the 
Components database. The search 
page contains many 
search criteria for 
precise searching. -
Theses and source Submission Theses Submission Allows the students 
code submission to upload their 
theses di rectly to the 
server. 
Objects or A I lows the students 
Components to upload the 
Submission components or 
objects directly to 
the server. 
Full Source Code Allows the students 
Submission to upload their full 
source code directly 
to the server. 
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4.4 Database Design 
Database is a collection of data stored in a particular format and accessed through a 
computer. Database design involves the activity on modeling the structure of a 
database that will store and maintain the data records. It includes the transformation of 
users· processing requirement and unordered information into proper functional 
requirements. /\l this phase, all the data elements in the information system are 
identified, an entity-relationship (E-R) diagram is created and the data store design is 
normalized. 
Normalization is a process that identifies and corrects inherent problems and 
complexities in the database record design. Normalization reduces data redundancies 
and by extension, helps to eliminate data anomalies that result from those 
redundancies. Normalization is carried out through a series of stages called normal 
forms. 
In the database design of the Digital Library of Theses. the tables are normalized to 
the third normal form . The following gives a brief description on the description on 
the objectives of the first, second and third normal fonns used in the database design 
of the Digital Library of Theses. 
' The First Normal Form is lo reduce redundancy 
' The Second No n11 11 l Form is to eliminate partial dependencies 
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These three stages of normali1ation is sufficient for the database design of the Digita l 
Library or Theses providing an ac.:ceptablc level or redundancy while at the same time 
maintaining cnicicncy. 
4A. l Data Dict ionary 
4.4.1. l' SCudcnC Table 
Fie I< I Name Field Type Field 
-














































- ,_ 150 
·- ,_ 
150 
I ahk -.1 .2 
Allow Descrip tion 
Null 
No Unique ID for each thesis 
No Unique ID for each faculty 
No Unique ID for each 
department 
No Student 's name 
-- -
No Student 's email address 
- - -
No Student's identity card 
number 
- -
No Student 's matrix card 
number 
No Unique ID for every 
supervisor 
No Year 
0 Title of the thesis 
-
0 carchablc keywords for the 
thesis 
•I- ·-
0 The filename where the 
abstract is kept 
- - - -
0 rhc physical path name or 
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In the database, the student table is named tb/Studenl. This table stores the 
information for each uploaded thcsis. The S111de11tl/) li ck! is automatically generated 
when a new thesis is uploaded. The abstract or each thesis is \Hillcn to different fi le 
because of the vast amount of data. Therefore, the ahstract field is used to point to the 
Physical file where the abstract for each thesis is kept. All the theses are kept in 
different files. The.filename field is used to point to the location of the physical files, 
which is used to store the theses. 
4.4.1.2 Full Source Code Table 
-
Field Name Field Type Field Allow Description 
Size Null -CodelO int 4 No Unique ID for each full 
source code -name nvarchar 150 No Student 's name 
r- - - ~ matrix nvarchar 20 No Student 's matrix card 
number --Year nvarchar 20 No Year 
~ 
ProjeetTitle nvarchar 200 No Title of the source code --keywords nvarchar 150 No Searchable keywords for the 
full source code ..__ 
description nvarchar 400 No Description of the source 
code 
----filename nvarchar 150 No The phys ical path name of 
the source code with the file 
extension 
----
Table -l ."' Full ourcc Code Table 
111 the d11tah11se, this table is named tb!SourceCode. This table stores the information 
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a new source cock is uploaded. The .file1w111e lie le.I is used lo point lo the location of' 
the physical lih::s. "hich is used lo ston.: the fu ll soun.:t: code. 



































Unique ID for each object or 
component 
Student's name 
Student 's matrix card 
number 
Name of the object or 
component 
Searchable kl.!ywo rds for the 
object 
Description of' the object 
-- - -
80 No The physical path name of 
50 No 
the object with the Ii le 
extension 
Programming language used 
for the development of the 
object or component 
Object or Component Table 
111 the database. th is table is named th/Oly'ect. This table stores the information for 
each up loaded nhkct or cnmpnnenl. The Ohject ID !icld is automatically generated 
'' hen a rtL'\\ llhteet or eornpnnent is uploaded. rhe .filename field is used to point to 
the loca tion ol' thL· phys ical liks. " hi<.:11 is uscd lo store the object or component. The 
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-'.5 System Functiona lity Design 
4.5. 1 C licnt/Scr\'Cr Ar ch itecture 
A client is tklincd as a requester or services and a server is de lined as the provider of 
sen ices. \ -; ing.k m:u.:hine c m be both a client and a server depending on the 
soft ware conligura tion. 
As a result of the limi tat ions or lik: !>haring architectures, the client/server architecture 
emerged. The cl ien1/scrver soft\\ are architecture is a versati le. message-based and 
modular inf"raslructure that is intended to improve usability, flex ibility, 
intcropernhility. :111d sca l ahilit ~ <ts compared to centrali zed. mainframe, tim <.: sharing 
computing. I his approach introduced a database server lo replace the file server. 
Using a rela tional database management system (Dl3MS), user queries could be 
answered directl y. The client/server architecture reduced network traffic by providing 
a query response rather than total file transfer. It improves multi-user updating 
through a GUI fron t end to a shared database. In client/server architectures. Remote 
Procedure Calls ( RPCs) or standard query language ( QL) statements arc typically 
Used to communicate bet\\ Cen the client and server f 6,7 j. 
·ts.1.1 Thn.·t·- ti rr with an applirntion sl'r vcr . 
'I lh..· tht\'L' ti r r ;1pplicatinn scrn:r an:hi tcc turc nllocates the main body of an application 
10 
r1111 on :i sh111L·d ll nst r:tthl'I' than in the user system interface client environment. 
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computations, and a data retrieval engine. Advantages are that with less software on 
the client there is less security to worry about, app lications arc rnorc scalable, and 
support and installation costs are less on a single server than maintaining each on a 
desktop client 161. The application server design should be used when security, 
scalabi lity. and cost arc major considerations l6l 
4.5. l.2 Digital Library of Theses Three-Tier Client /Server Architecture 
The Digital Library of Theses 1s implemented using three-tier client-server 
architecture as shown in Figure 4.2 
Client Tier Middle Tier Third Tier 
-
Client running Web Server SQL Server 7.0 
web browser. running process. maintaining the 
data records. 
(Internet ... (Internet ... 
~ ..... ~ ..... 
Explorer 4.0 or Information Transaction 
above) Server 4.0) Server uploading 
files. --
Figure 4.2 Digital Library of Theses Three-Tier Client/Server Architecture 
• Client-tier 
For this system, client tier is constituted of computers with Internet Explorer (4.0 or 
above). User interfaces arc provided for clients to process their application and 
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• Middle-tier 
Middle-tier consists of Internet In fo rmation Server 4.0 as the web server. /\ II 
application programs or ftles will be resided in the middle-tier (web server). The web 
server processes the request from the client and then returns required result in web 
pages format. It will process any data request by linking to database server. For 
example, authenticating and validating users that login to the server. It is also linked 
lo Microsoft Transaction Server. ror example, when clients are uploading fi les to the 
Web server. 
• Third-tier 
The third tier consists of the Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 as the database server and 
Microso ft Transaction Server. Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 maintains the data records. 
every query requested from the web server will be authenticated first and the results 
Will then pass back to the web server. Microsoft Transaction Server is used to upload 
files. 
4.S.2 Data Flow Diagram 
the data flow diagram graphically characterizes data processes and flows in a 
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4.5.2. l Data Flow Diagram fo r T heses and Source Code Submission 
Users 
u\ers' login pass" ord I. I 
Validate 
~ 11\Crs not found error user~' login 
password 
· ~ login in forma tion 
authori1cd ll'>er'i 
DI Users' login password 
~ author's 
information " 
D3 I Dcp.irtmcnt ~,--------l 
department 













facu lty I 
1-- ----t~~ D7 Faculty 
~ '~-_.._ _____ _,_ 
D6 Full Source Code 
fu ll 
submit source codes source , . code 
' details 1.4 
Upload 
object 
~ D9 Object 
source codes ~ details 
thesis 1------1~.i DS rhesis 
details 
\. ,, 
confirm at ion message confirmation message 
l lscrs 
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4.5.2.2 Data Flow Oiagrnm for Search En~inc 
Users 
D2 Author 






t hes i!> in format io11 
author's in format ion 2.2 
Search fo r 
department req uired 






0 5 Year 






search results fo und 
2.4 
System Design 
0 7 r:aculty 

















con finnat ion message 
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-t.5.2.3 Data Flow Diagram for Theses Listing 
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·t S.2 .-t Data Flo\\ Dia~ram for Users' Queries and Access 
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4.5.3 System Structure Chart 
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C ll APTER 5 SYSTEM IMPLEM ENTAT ION 
5. t Introduction 
The major sect ions or system implementation arc coding and testing. These 2 sections 
arc discussed in detail in this chapter. 
Coding the progrnm is the process or writing program instructions that implement the 
program design specilications. In other wo rds, it is actually the phase where the 
so rt\Varc representation produced in the design phase is translated into computer 
readable rorm. 
5.2 l~ nvironmcnt Configuration and Setting 
5.2. l Internet Information Server 
The minimum requirement or the web server is Windows NT with Service Pack 4.0. 
l\f'tcr the Windows NT is installed, Internet lnformation Server (llS) has to be 
installed prior to the 'ervicc Pack 4.0. Both the Service Pack and IIS can be found 
from Windo" s T Option Pack .t.O, ,,·hich is available free from the Microsoft web 
site. Besides. a lile called "aspS111ar1L/1/oadU1il.dl/" u cd for uploading purposes is 
copied into "c ll'i11111 .\_\'\fe111J:!" directory. 
5.2.2 Microsoft SQL Sl·n ·cr 7.0 
In th1.: I )igit iil I ihrary or I 111.:scs. one database has been created. The name of the 
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5.3 Software Tools Used In System Implementation 
5.3.1 Development Tools 
oftware Description 
Microsoft Visual lntcrdcv 1.0 This is very useful in building dynamic 
web applications using Acti ve Server 
Pages. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 Database server used for storing and 
manipulating vast amount of data. This 
database server IS used because the 
system response time and processing time 
is much faster. 
~ 
Microsoft f-rontPage 2000 Web authoring tool for designing and 
creat ing web pages quickly and easily. 
Table 5. 1 Software Tools Used For System Development 
S.3.2 G raphical Design Tool 
Softw~are Description 
,.__-:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Adobe Photoshop Version 5.0 Graphical tool used for creating and 
editing images and icons . 
.__--~~~~~~~~~~~~~__J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J 
Table 5.2 Software Tool Used For Graphical Design 
S.3.3 Documentation Tools -- Software Description ---Microsoft Word 2000 Word processor used for writing system 
documentation. 
r--_ 
Microsoft PowcrPoint 2000 Tool used for creating presenting slides. 
'-.... 
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S.4 Coding Principles 
Throughout coding for the Digital Library of Theses, several principles arc followed 
to ensure quality and proper structure in the code generated and they arc: 
• Readability 
Codes should be easily understood. This is an important factor especially when it 
coines to future enhancing the system by another developer. To cater for this, 
meaningful variables and labels names have been used; comments are written in each 
tnodulc explaining their functionality and proper indentation are to enhance 
readability. 
• Maintainability 
Codes should be easi ly read, corrected and revised. To achieve this, codes should be 
readable (as explained above), highly cohesive and loosely coupled. Codes that 
Perform functions for one module should be grouped together and try as much as 
Possible to achieve high cohesion and loose coupling. 
• Robustness 
Codes should be robust in terms of handling errors and responding by displaying 
appropriate error messages and try to avoid system failure. The Digital Library of 
theses is developed using the c ent driven approach, which means that code are 
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5..t. t Coding Mcthodolo~y 
The coding mcthodolog) approaches that the Digital Library of 'l lwscs uses arc the 
top-down approach and the bollom-up approach. These approaches arc not only used 
on individual basis hut also as a combination to obtain the benefits from the both 
techniques. 
S.4.1.1 Top-Down Approach 
This approach starts by looking at the large picture of the system and then exploding 
to smaller parts or subsystem. Top-down approach allows the higher-level modules to 
be coded lirst before the lo\\er level module~. 
This method ensures that the important or core modules or the system to be developed 
and tes ted Ii rst. 
Some of the advantages using this approach are: 
• Avoiding the chao oraucmpting to code a system all at once 
• Prevents the developer from getting o mired in the dctnil that they loose track of 
whnt the system is suppose to do 
5.-' .1.2 Bottom-li p Approach 
111 contrnst "itli tlH: top-dtrn 11 npproach. the bottom-up approach starts coding at the 
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module acts as an empty shell that calls these lower level modules. The completed 
lower level module will then be integrated wi th the newly completed higher-level 
module. 
S.4.2 C licnC idc Coding 
S.4.2.1 Theses Liseing 
-
Filename Description 
default.asp Displays all the faculties. This is the 
default web page. 
'--
dataStore.asp Establishes connection with the database 
server. 
~ 
list(year).asp Displays the total number of theses 
according to years and allows the users to 
view the collection of theses for a 
particular year . ..._ 
listing(year).asp Displays all the theses for a particular 
year . 
..._ 
list{author).asp List the theses according to the first 
r--_ 
alphabet of the author's name. 
listing( author).asp Displays all the theses according to the 
first alphabet of the author's name. 
r---._ 
list( dept).asp Displays the total number of theses 
according to departments and allows the 
users to view the collection of theses for 
r-_ 
a particular department. 
I is ting( dept ).asp Displays all the theses for a particular 
department. 
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subn1 iss ion I :orm( thesis ).asp 
r---
submit(lhesis).asp 
submission Form( ful I source code ).asp 









Provides form for users to login. 
Provides checking for the matching 
username and password entered by the 
users. 
Closes all the sessions and connections. 
Redirect users to the default web page. 
Provides form fo r users to upload their 
theses. 
Uploads the theses to the server. 
Provides form for users to upload their 
Cull source code. 
Uploads the full source code to the 
server. 
Provides fo rm for users to upload their 
objects or components. 
Uploads the objects or components to the 
serve r. 
Displays message to info rm the users 
that they have successfully uploaded 
their theses, full source code or objects to 
the server . 
.__;:;:;-:~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~-----1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----l 
Table 5.5 Client Side Theses. ource Code and Components Submission Coding 
S.4.2.3 Search Engine 
Filename Description 
Allows users to search the theses with 
options. 
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simple search (full source code).asp Allows users to search the full source 
code with options. 
advance search (theses).asp Allows users to search the theses wi th 
Boolean combination for two different 
fields. 
~ 
advance search (objcct).asp Allows users to search the objects with 
Boolean combination for two different 
fields. 
advance search (full source code).asp Allows users to search the full source 
code with Boolean combination for two 
di fferent fields. 
~ 
search I (theses).asp Display simple search results for theses. 
search I ( object).asp Display simple search results for objects. 
search 1 (full source codc).asp Display simple search results for full 
source code. 
~ 
scarch2( theses). asp Display advanced search results for 
theses. ,.__ 
scarch2( object).asp Display advanced search results for 
objects . ....__ 
search2(full source code).asp Display advanced search results for full 
source code. --download.asp Allows users to download the full source 
code, objects or components. --abstract.asp Allows users to view the abstract of the 
thesis. --description( object).asp Allows users to view the description of 
t-_ 
the objects or components. 
description(full source codc).asp Allows users to view the description of 
the full source code. 
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5.5 T es ting 
resting is a critical dt..:1111.:111 or s~)n\\ai·c qualit) assurance and it 1s th<.: final and 
ultimate r<.:\ ll''' (lf spe<.:ilication. design <;nd coding. I <.:sting is the proc<.:ss or 
determining \\ht.:th<.:1 a p1l)g1.1111 or a systt.:m performs lilt: desired processing. Testing 
can only sho\\ s tlrnl the sol"l\\are defects arc prt.:scnl. A program must be thoroughly 
tested lo ensurl' it f'u11c1ions correctly bef'orc the program processes actual data and 
Prnd11cl'S in l'urniation that users ''il l rely on. Testing is a vcri ficalion and val idation 
proct.:ss. Veri lica tion refers to the set of acti vities that ensure that the software 
correctly implements a spccilic !'unction. Validation refe rs to a different set of 
acti \ ities that t.:nsu1<.: that the soll\\are. \\hich has been built. is traceable lo customer 
requircm<.:nts. 




To un cov<.:r error in the sol"t\\an: whether logica l or syntax errors 
To ensure that so n.,,nrc !'unctions according too specificat ion and requirements 
have been md 
l:nsure soft\\are reliability and quality meaning the software will return \\hat 1s 
e\pe<.:tcd. if .ill <.:llllllition-. .m: true 
S.s. 1 Tes ting Technique-. 
1 
\\n 111;1i11 tl'sti11r tlTll111q11l'S .11l' llSl'd namel) th\.! White Box l'esting and tlH.: Black 
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5.5.1. t \\'hit c-Bo\ T c!-. ling 
\\'hitt:-Bo\. tcstilH! .ilso KIHl \\ n as ~lass-ho:-. testin~. this testing tedrnil1ue ust:s the 
~ ~ ~ 
control sttucturl' nr thl· prnccdural dc-; ign to deri' I.! lest cases. I his method ensures 
that 
• 1\ll indcpi:ntk·nt path:-, \\ ithin a moduli: han: been exercised al least once 
• l ~xcrc i sc al l logical tkcisions on the ir true and fa lse side 
• l:xec.:ute al l loops ut thi..:ir boundarii..:s and within their operational bounds 
• l ~xerci s ing internal data structures lo ensure their validity 
I hi..: "hitl.!-ho\. testing gcm:1all ) ensures that all detail and olkn left unnoticed errors 
an: taken cm<.: o ll. I hese c1 mrs though nm) not i..: , ·en occur during pmct:ssing. ma) 
still pop up on a n.:g ula1 hasi:-,. I· u1 llH.:nnore another frequent problem in coding is th i..: 
l)pogrnphic:tl e11ors. I hi..:si..: l.! rrors happen rnndornl) and at times arc dirlicult to 
detect. lJsing this approach (white-box testing) wi ll Car more li kely to uncover these 
bugs. 
·1 hus. the one important point here that has to be given consideration is the coverage 
or the "hitL'-bo\. testing. I he) are -;ix t) pcs of code cm crage in "hilc box testing . 
• 
I H ' l ) sq1 111l· 111 ul till· l'\llk hl' l\\ ccn control slrnclurcs is supposed lo execute al 
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Every branch at every possible direction is executed at least once. 
Compound Condition Coverage 
To achic' c co111po11nd condition coverage, every condition within each decision 
must be evaluated with every combinat ion of true and fal se outcomes at some 
point during test execution. Every possible combination is tested based on the 
truth table. 
Data Flow T esting 
Data llo" testing is meant for renecting dependencies, which arc mainly caused 
by sequence-; or data manipulation. 
Loop T es ting 
This type or testing is related LO looping. Loop test ing is difficult to test when 
dependencies ex ist among the loops or between a loop and the code it contains. 
Basis Path and Path Tc ·ting 
Each indcpcndent path throughout the code is taken at a predetermined order. To 
achieve path con~rage. all permutation of paths must be executed. When 
dependencies appears in the code. each path where dependency appears exists 
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5.5.1.2 Black-Box Testing 
Black box testing is also called runctional testing. This method focuses on the 
functional requirements or the software. It ensures that a given set of input will folly 
exercise all functional requirements or the software. This technique is used to 
demonstrate that so ftware functions arc operational, that input is properly accepted, 
and the output is correctly produced. It complements white-box testing and is likely to 
uncover a different class or errors. 
Test cases used in black box testing are derived from the speci fications of the 
software. When doing black box testing, functionality is taken into consideration 
rather than implementation, whereby the program internals arc not given serious 
attention. The program is viewed as a mapping of points from an input space to an 
output space. Tester will deliberately do some mistakes or enter values that are out of 
acceptable range to test the system reaction and to determine whether the system will 
Prompt out the appropriate error. Input is provided and output is verified manually to 
check for accuracy. 
the main objectives of black-box testing is to uncover error in incorrect or missing 
functions, interface errors, errors in data structures of external database access, 
Performance errors and initialization and terminating errors 
Unlike white-box testing. which is performed early in the testing process, black box 
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~ . S) stem I mpkmentat ion 
5.5.2 Testing St rategics 
I\ SOft\\Cl l"C testing StratCg) should be lk:\iblc enough to test all palls of tht.: S}Stem. 
The strategit.:s used in th t.: Digital I .ibrar) or I heses art.: unit testing, intt.:gration testing 
and "> stem testi ne. 
S.S.2. l Unit Testing 
lJni t test ing li.H.:uses 'eri lication effort on the smallest unit of the software design 
naml.!ly the module. It is the ini tia l testing stage ror the completion ol' each module. 
·1he111odulcs art.: tested independently of one another to ensure their correct operation. 
lhe objcctin: or unit tes ting is Lo identify and eliminate both execution i..: rrors. whkh 
are errors that caus1.: the program to abnormal! ) term inate, and logic errors, "hich an: 
errors in the accuracy and completeness of a program's process ing. The unit test is 
normal!) white-box oriented and the step can be conducted in parallel for multiple 
IHodulcs. 
In the Digital Lihrnr) of Theses. modules that make up the system arc mostly Corm 
rnodulcs. ''hich perform a speci lic function. Fach of these form modules contains 
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Some or the unit aspects taJ..en into account arc as fo llows: 
• i\ l odu lc Interface 
1'11is lest is carried Olli lo e11sure that information proper!) f1ows into and OUl of the 
progrnm 1111it under test. lest or tbta llo\\ across a module intl!rface arl! requirl!d 
before :1m les t j .., i11itiat1.:d. 
• Boundary Condit ions 
·1 his tl!sl is to ensure that the module operates properly at boundaries set up to limit or 
restrict processing. 
• Local Dat a S tructure 
I hi s test is to cnsun: that data stored tempnrn rily maintains its integrit) during all 
steps in an algorithms e:--ccu tion. 
• Independent Path 
This test is to ensure alL independent paths in a module has been executed at least 
Once in a module. 
• Erro r I l :rndling Path~ 
'I hi s lest is to Cll'illre that the l'rWr-handlcr of the system is able 10 handle all expected 
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Test Case 1: 
Arter uploading a lile. make sure that the lile is in the eoneet destination and the 
/ilena111e field in the database points to the same destination. In this system. all the 
thesis and somce code lll"l' kept in a dil'll:rent folder. ·1 hen.:fon:. the foldc1 in the sen er 
is manua 11) checked. 
Test Case 2: 
l\ lkr upload ing " lik. nwke sure that the filename for each thesis or source code was 
named prnperl). I hen.: fore. the filename in the server was manually checked. 
Test Case 3: 
I est "hethcr the chosen thesis could be read using the Acrobat Reader. I est "hether 
the chosen objects m the chosen ru 11 source code could be th)\\ nloaded rmm the 
server. 
Tcs1 Case ..i : 
·1 est whether an appropriate error 1111.::ssages being displayed if a user enten.:d the 
''rung data in the form field. ·1 his ''as done by purposely making mistakes when 
using the S)Stem. 
S.s.2.2 l11tcgratio11 Tcstiug 
1 11 ll'g111ti111111:,1 1 11 ~ i!' 11 ')'tl'lll.t ti c tlThniquc li.H· tcsting (\\0 or more programs together 
1hu1 dqw11ds 1111 1i1w .111nlhl·1 . l1 llq.\ r:iti<rn h:sting addresses the issues associated with 
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usually uncover errors associated "ith interfacing among 2 or more modules. The 
modules in the Digital Librtll') or l'heses arc integrated or combined in a logit:al and 
systemat ic manner 10 unco\•er data loss and errors that oct:L11·s in interface modules. 
The npproat:h used in testing the S) stem is the incremental approach. In this approach, 
the program is construcll.:d and tested in small segments. The benefits of this testings 
arc easier error isolation and correct ion, more comprehensive interface testing and a 
systematic test approach way be applied 
Test Case l: 
After uploading a new thesis (modu le .rnh111issionForm(thesis).asp), these new theses 
should be able be displayed in the theses li sting (module list(yem).mp, list(de1>1).os1> 
and fot (ollflwr).usp) . The total m1111ber of the theses must be examined. 
Test Case 2: 
After upload ing a new thesis (module submissionForm(thesi.s).asp) or source code 
(module .rnhmissio11For111(objecl).asp and submissionFor111((11/I source code). asp), 
these ne'' theses or soum.! code should be able be searched by the search engine of 
the system (module si111ple seurc/1(1/iesis). asp. si111ple seorch(o~ject). asp, simple 
searc/1(/id I source code). (l(/l'w1ce se(lrch(t lresi.\). odl'll11ce search(ol~ject) and 
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5.5.2.3 In terface Testing 
The i11t er!:1cc or tllc sys1e111 lllUSl be user-friendly Hild llOl mish:ading. l ~rrnrs llH.:ssages 
must be ch::ir and unambiguous. It is 'er) important to ensure that the interaction or 
lh1.· u-.1.·rs \\ ith the') stem i-. good. 
Tes t ( 'asc I : 
Test "hether the users urn.krstand all the functions being displayed in the menu such 
as .. submission·". .. li sting" and .. search". For example, the '"submission" function. a 
lest being carried to cxami ne "hcther a user understands clearly about the inst ructions 
given i11 the !()nn and "helher <t user understands how to upload their theses and 
source cmk. ·1hi s11.:s l \\HS crnried oul h) asking some students to use the system. 
Test ('a~e 2: 
Use di ITerent si;;e of computer monitor to test the system and sec whether the layout 
or the system is acceptable. 
5.5.2..t Sys tem Tc ·ting 
!\ system test is a test or the entire S)stcm in an attempt lo exercise all processing 
situation-.. S\-.(1.'lll testing ill\oh1.·-. a sl..'rics or dirti:rcnl lest that IS meant to full) 
l'\1.·rcisl..' 11 11.· n1111ptlll..'1 b.1';1.·d "' -;11.·m 
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• Ensure that the operation group has sufficient documentation and instructions to 
operate the system 1xoperl y, prm:ess the incoming data, and distribute outgoing 




Guarantee that the end users can successrully interact with the system 
fo ' eri l) that all information S) stem components and through the computer 
within predicted the requirements 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
This chapter states all the problems faced throughout the development of the Digital 
Library of Theses along with their solutions. A !isl of the strengths and limitations of 
the Digital Library of Theses arc also presented. 
6.1 Problems Faced and Solutions 
Various problems were encountered throughout the development of the Digital 
Library of Theses. The problems and the approaches taken to solve them are 
documented in the following sections. 
6.1.1 Lack of Knowledge on Web-Based Programming 
This is a major problem as the concept of web-based programming is very much 
different as compared to the traditional stand-alone application. Building web 
appl ication using the three-tier client server approach adds more difficulty and 
complexity to the development process. Therefore the lack of exposure to web-based 
Programming has increased my learning curve. 
Surfing the Internet for information and reading up on the concept of client-server and 
Internet programming which included the operations of a web server, were some of 
the approaches taken to overcome this problem. Most of the ambiguities are resolved 
by n.:adi11g up on n.:kv1111t materials, pnrticipated in web side discussion forums and 
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6.1.2 Lack of Exposure to the Database Server 
The development of the Digital Library of Theses involves the use of a database 
server (M icrosoft SQL erver 7.0) due to the vast amount of information stored in a 
library. This also increases the project learning curve, as there is a need to do research 
on the work ways of a database server. The concept of database server is rather 
different that the conventional ones as there arc many addi tional features that need to 
be explored such as stored procedures, trigger and task scheduling. 
To overcome this problem, the Microsoft Corporation web site on SQL Server was 
visited to obtain more information on the database server. Besides that, reading up the 
relevant materials on SQL Server did help in overcome the problem. 
6.2 Strengths of the System 
6.2.1 Source Code and Objects Library 
The Digital Library of Theses is a digital library that stores the source code in the 
form of entire source code, objects or components of each project. The collections of 
objects or components are very useful in promoting the reusability of the objects or 
component in the development of future projects. The full source codes stored in the 
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6.2.2 Electronic Theses Library 
The Digital Library of Theses stores the theses electronica lly for each yeur. Most of 
the web pages in the Digi tal Library or Theses arc generated dynamically meaning 
that all the i11 10rmation is retrieved fro m the database. 
6.2.3 Y car Listing 
The Digital Library of Theses has collection of theses from year to year. All the theses 
are categorized according to year. The total number of theses of each year is listed. 
This improves the effecti veness of searching. 
6.2.4 Search Engine 
The Digital Library of Theses provides a search engine that enables users to search 
the theses, the entire source code and the components stored in the system. Users can 
Perform a simple search or an advanced search under this search engine. 
6.2.S O n-line T heses, Source Code or Components Submission 
The Digital Library of Theses provides the uploading function for the users. This 
improves the efficiency of the system and reduces the manpower involve in managing 
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6.2.6 Downloadable Source Code and Components 
Users can easily search the source code or the components by using the search engine 
and the source code or the components can be downloaded from the server. 
6.2.7 Attractive and Ease of Use Graphical User Interface 
The major advantage of the Digital Library of Theses over the conventional library 
information retrieval system is that it provides an attractive and easy to use graphical 
user interface. Most of the operations can be performed by point and cl ick, hence 
users can navigate from page to page without much effort. Besides that the search 
options arc also provided lo allow the user to select. 
6.2.8 Total User Control 
The users have full control on the system, meaning they can navigate to any pages and 
perform any functions that are provided by the system. The users if logon, can also 
log off anytime they wish. 
6.2.9 System T ranspa rency 
!\II the users need to do is just type in thei r query and the system will handle the 
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6.2.10 Sorting 
Search results can be sorted by the users based on the field they chose. The users the 
can sort the search resul ts in ascending direction. 
6.2. 11 V<t lidation on Input Data 
The Digital Library of Theses performs strenuous validation on user input. This 
further enhances the system reliability and error handling. Certain characters that are 
not accepted in certain cases are blocked to avoid errors from happening. Therefore 
users will not be bogged down by sudden errors happening at ent1y. 
6.3 System Limitations 
The following arc the limitations of the Digital Libra1y of Theses. 
6.3. 1 Limited Boolean Combinations For Advanced Search 
Currently the advanced search provided by the search engine of the Digital Library of 
Theses supports only two Boolean combination and they are AND and OR. 
6.3.2 Browser Limitation 
Browser such as Internet Explorer that supports ActiveX and VBScript is able to run 
the Digital Library or Theses. Browser like Netscape Navigator will not be able to run 
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6.3.3 No Password Encryption 
The password that is sent on-line during the process of logging on to the uploading 
function is not encrypted. This may cause the exposure of the password to the 
unauthorized users. 
6.3.4 No Context Sensitive Help 
Digital Library of Theses docs not provide context sensitive help for users. If users 
have any difficulty in using a specific funct ion or module, they need to search the 
topic of the enti re help. 
6.4 Future Enhancements 
Below arc the suggested future enhancements to the Digital Library of Theses. 
6.4.1 Enhance Boolean Searches 
Currently, the Digital Libra1y of Theses provides only two Boolean combinations of 
searches, AND and OR. In future, the Digital Library of Theses can be enhanced by 
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6.4.2 Support Multi Languages Character Set 
The Digital Library of Theses can only search for Roman characters. Thus, this 
system can be further enhanced lo include more language character sets such as 
Chinese and Japanese character set. 
6.4.3 Database Integrity 
The system should be able to be restored automatically after the disasters like the 
occurrence of the power failure. Currently, the servers need to be manually started 
after power failure occurs. 
6.4.4 Password Encryption 
Password that is sent on-line should be encrypted to avoid the exposure of the users' 
password to the malicious users. This also ensures the confidentiality of the system 
information. 
6.4.S Discussion Forum 
The Digital Library of Theses should provide a discussion forum for the users to 
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6.4.6 Provides Interactive Help Function (demo-based or in video form) 
The Digital Library of Theses can enhance its help by providing a more attracti ve and 
efficient on-line help. Presenting the help procedures in video or demonstration form 
by incorporating the multimedia features can help the users on how to use the system. 
6.4.7 Integrating u Muil Server 
Integrating the Digital Library of Theses with a mail server can further enhances the 
capabilities of the system. This is because a mail server helps in enabling the 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
As a com:lu"inn. the Digital I ibrat) or I hese.., has achie\ ed the objccti,·cs and 
rul!ilkd the rl'ljUin ... ·mellb ora \\Cb based digital libn.H') S)Stem as :o\lnted in the project 
scolk' and s)ste111 .111al)sis. I he Digital l.ibn.tr) o !"I hcscs allo\\S users to upload their 
thcscs and the source code tn the scn ·er. rhc Digital Library of Theses does provide 
runctions such as silllplc search and ac.h·anccd search that enable users lo retrieve 
theses from thc d;itahase and perform the du\\ nload function. The use of web-based 
approach brings along nrnn) bcndits such as the ability lo access information from 
any\\ here and at an) time or the da). It SU\ es a lot or Storage space for the theses and 
at the same time promote" a paperless environment. ll also cases the source code 
storage and 111a1iagcmc111. In addition. the Digiwl Librat') or I hescs prt)\ ides an 
attractiH.: ad cas) to use intt.:1 foccs that gn.::at l} rcduccs confusion and cas1..:s rctri1..:val 
\\ork as in the lrnditional \\ll) or storing theses and source code. 
/\ lot of valuable kno,.,,lcdgc was ga ined especial ly in web-based programmmg 
throughout tht.: de' elopmcnt of the Digital Library or Theses. The knowledge ga ined 
includes \\Cb-based programming languages ·uch as Active Server Pages. VBScript 
and Ja,·aScript. !..no\\ ledge in inst<tlling am.J conliguring the r Sen er and \\'ch 
Scr\'cr. the concepl llf thl' thrcc-lil'r diem sen er architecture. understanding on the 
''orks or the \\Ch Sl'l\ CI and techniques used in implementing a database servt:r. 
Othe1 (11 l';IS 111 k1Hl\\ 11..'d!Jl' ~.lllll'd 1rn:llllk the area or uploading. downloading and 
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ana l~ sis and tk:sign. -..oli\\are engineering. programming s~i ll ". data communications 
and algorithm anal~ -..1-.. ha-.. been put 11110 practical use. 
1'11t: Digital I ihrar~ or I hescs \\ill become more rnmpkte as the llC\\ cnharn.:cmcnts 
and li.:<1tun:s such as pn)\ iding support fnr mon: 13oolean search that enable users to 
perform more combination or searches supporting more languages are incorporated in 
the l"ut ure. It is therel(i re hoped that the Digita l Library of Theses will serve as a 
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